
1 A Steiff limited edition Galleries Lafayette Bonjour Year 2000 teddy bear, 45 of 1500 for the year 1999 (no 
certificate) 
£40-60

2 A Steiff for Danbury Mint limited edition Paddington The Movie Edition teddy bear, 795 of 5000 for the year 2014, 
with card tag (no certificate) 
£40-60

3 A Steiff limited edition Titanic Centenary Bear for Danbury Mint, 1940 for the year 2012, with RMS Titanic 
medallion and certificate 
£40-60

4 A Steiff limited edition Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee teddy bear, 6787 for the year 2012, with vanilla 
mohair and wearing a golden medallion (no certificate) 
£30-50

5 A Steiff limited edition Jack Nicklaus II teddy bear, made exclusively for North America, 265 of 1500, with 
signature to one foot pad and embroidery to other with certificate 
£60-80

6 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, comprising of a Teddy's Elephant exclusive to the Daily Telegraph, 
carrying miniature felt elephant, 537 of 3000 for 2003 and a Classic teddy bear 775 for the 2004 edition (no 
certificates) 
£50-70

7 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, comprising of a RHS Chelsea Flower Show Centenary Bear, 314 for the 
year 2013 and a Classic teddy bear 2058 for the 2004 edition (no certificates) 
£50-70

8 A Steiff limited edition teddy bear Schwartz, 1574 of 3000, for the year 2004, with black alpaca fur and wearing 
red leather collar studded with elephant buttons (no certificate) 
£30-50

9 Four Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, including a Original Pelle Panda-- 14in. (36cm.) high; a Classic Teddy Bear, 
with brown mohair, an unjointed white teddy bear and another 
£40-60

10 A Little Folk teddy bear for Lakeland Bears, by Wendy Phillips, with brown plush, orange and black plastic eyes, 
black stitched nose, fully jointed, with Mr Walkrights Guide to Lakeland Bear Country map, backpack and red 
clog shoes-- 16 1/2in. (42cm.) high (some holes to jumper ) 
£40-60

11 Two small Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, comprising of a brown original teddy bear-- 9in. (23cm.) high; and a 
smaller black original teddy bear with card tag 
£30-40

12 Five artist teddy bears, including a Bears on the Green Katie, 4 of 10 with card tag, Robin Rive Crispin with 
leather tag, a Deans Rag Book Co. Walter, 1072 of 1500 with card tag, two miniature teddy bears and two small 
'The Teddy Bear', story books, and a large quantity of modern manufactured teddy bears 
£30-50

13 Five artist teddy bears, including a Bocs Teganau Churchill, no.8 with signed card tag-- 11 3/4in. (30cm.) high, a 
Merrythought limited edition Titanic Bear, 1381 of 5000, with card tag and in display box (slight gaps when 
closed), a The Nisbet Celebrity Collection Maybe Bear (Yes/No) Bear signed by Carol-Lynn Rossel Waugh's with 
apricot mohair, no.913 of 5000, with certificate and two others 
£40-60

14 Two Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, comprising of a Paddington Bear, with golden alpaca fur, carrying a 
marmalade jar which is covered with a blue gingham cloth-- 10 1/2in.(26cm.) high and a Beecosy bumble bee 
teddy bear 
£30-50

15 A Steiff limited edition Asian Santa 2003, 1002 of 1500, made exclusively for the Asian market (no certificate) 
£40-60
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16 A Steiff limited edition Fulda Snowboarder teddy bear, wearing red and black snowboarding suit, with detachable 
snowboard, which can be worn on back of jacket or attached to foot by velcro pads-- 7 1/2in. (19cm.) high; and a 
small yellow tag Schwartz teddy bear with alpaca fur and studded collar 
£30-50

17 A Steiff limited edition Centenary teddy bear, 3244 for the year 2002, wearing navy silk ribbon embroidered with 
metallic gold stitching (no certificate) 
£30-50

18 A Steiff limited edition Asian Santa teddy bear, 933 of 1000, made exclusively for the Asian market, with white 
mohair, wearing a green velvet robe trimmed with white plush (no certificate) 
£40-60

19 A Steiff limited edition musical Christmas Teddy Bear 188 of 2000 for the year 2004, plays silent night, dressed 
as Father Christmas (no certificate) 
£40-60

20 A Steiff limited edition Roald Dahl Willy Wonka teddy bear, exclusively for the UK, Ireland and the USA, with 
beige mohair, dressed in dusky pink velvet tail coat, yellow and white cotton waistcoat, with a white and pink 
spotted bow tie and grey felt top hat (no certificate) 
£60-80

21 Charlie Bears limited edition Wurve You and Snuggle the pair designed by Isabelle Lee for the Secret 
Collections, no. 5179 of 6000, with certificates-- 16in. (41cm.) high tallest 
£40-60

22 Charlie Bears limited edition Charlie 2011 Year Bear, designed by Isabelle Lee for the Charlie Bears Plush 
Collections, with card certificate-- 15in. (38cm.) high 
£30-50

23 Charlie Bears limited edition Slothy Joe teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, with black and beige 
plush, part of Wilfy's Wonderful Wildlife collection 2008, with card tags-- 17 1/2in. (44cm.) high 
£30-50

24 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, comprising of Xena a black and white plush panda bear, from the Charlie Bears 
Plush Collections with card tag-- 13 1/2in. (34cm.) high; and Twiglet from the Minimo Collection, 516 of 2000, 
with card tag, both designed by Isabelle Lee 
£30-50

25 A Charlie Bears Ellie May panda bear, 2008-2010, designed by Isabelle Lee for the Charlie Bears Plush 
Collections, with beige and black long pile plush and card tag-- 18in. (46cm.) high 
£30-50

26 Charlie Bears Garland teddy bear, from the Secret Collections, with green with darker green tip long pile plush 
and card tag-- 18in. (46cm.) high 
£30-50

27 Four Hermann limited edition Flower Series teddy bears, comprising of Poppy Bear, 4th in the series with black 
mohair, wearing felt poppy hat and embroidered foot pad, 358 of 500-- 13in. (33cm.) high; Violet Bear 6th in the 
series, 158 of 500, Snowdrop Bear 3rd in the series, 44 of 500 and Daffodil Bear 7th in the series, 236 of 500, all 
with card tags 
£40-60

28 Two Millennium 2000 collection teddy bears, Max and Wendy, seated in wooden rocking chairs, both with card 
tags and a Grandfather Bear, holding a newspaper-- 17in. (43cm.) high 
£30-50

29 Four Special Collectors Edition teddy bears, BiKing teddy in a red waistcoat riding a tricycle-- 17in. (43cm.) high; 
a Tobogganing Teddy seated on a wooden toboggan, Chef Bear, Invalid Bear and a The Danbury Mint bear in 
top hat (slight stain to top of chefs hat) 
£30-50
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30 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company. teddy bears, including Scrooge, 221 of 2450, Old Father Time, 
334-- 13in. (33cm.) high; a Charlie Bears Minimo Collection Peanut, 1063 of 2000 and a Winey Bears Four 
Score by Sally Winey, all with card tags 
£40-60

31 Four Hermann teddy bears, comprising of Princess Diana Queen of Hearts, 687 of 2450, in memory of Queen 
Mum, 229 of 500, both with card tags-- 13in. (33cm.) high; and two small teddy collection bears 
£20-40

32 Five Merrythought Teddy Bears, including a London 2012 Olympic Games Collectable Bear with certificate, 
Boating Bear, 274 of 500, with card tag, a Help for Hero's teddy bear and two others 
£40-60

33 A large collection of modern manufactured teddy bears , including twenty four Boyd's Bears, twenty three with 
tags, a The Westminster Collection - Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee bear, a Gund Nesbit with 
card tag-- 15in. (38cm.) high; a Martins Celina artist teddy bear, 374 of 999 with card tag and others 
£40-60

34 A very large collection of TY teddy bears, including thirty seven boxed teddy bears; Eve-- 12 1/2in (32cm.) high; 
Rosalie, Let It Snow, Purrcy, Cheers, and others (two boxes with damage) 
£30-50

35 Three limited edition Robin Rive teddy bears, comprising of Trisha 128 of 300-- 14in. (36cm.) high; Ping Pong 
the Panda 47 of 300, Oatcake, 91 of 50, all with card tag certificates and a Cotswold Bears jester teddy bear 
(missing two bells from hat) 
£40-60

36 A selection of small modern manufactured teddy bears, including a small Merrythought seated teddy bear with 
brown an black plastic eyes (one with damage, stains) unjointed, five Boyd's Bears, two Paddington bears, a 
Disney Indian Eeyore-- 9 1/2in. (24cm.) high and others 
£20-40

37 Steiff limited edition Club Edition Century Bear 2000, 1422 for the year 2000, wearing grey felt waistcoat and 
modelled on the 1904 Barle bear to celebrate the 120th anniversary of Margarete Steiff (no certificate) 
£30-50

38 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, including a replica 1953 teddy bear, 1473 of 5000, in original box and a 
British Collector's 2004 caramel mohair teddy bear, 3504 of 4000 (no certificates, box loose at base) 
£50-70

39 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, comprising of a 2003 Club Edition, in memory of the 1903 Leipzig Spring 
Trade Fair, wearing ceramic medallion, 2903 for the year, and a 2004, with dark blonde mohair, chest medallion, 
2047 for the year in original box (no certificates) 
£40-60

40 Steiff limited edition Baby Alfonzo teddy bear, 2477 of 5000 for the year 1995, made exclusively for Teddy Bears 
of Witney, red mohair, wearing apricot and cream silk trousers and jacket, in original box with certificate (slight 
stain to cuff of right sleeve) 
£60-80

41 A Steiff limited edition replica 1922 teddy bear, 2585 of 5000 for the year 2001, in original box (no certificate) 
£30-50

42 A Steiff limited edition Hamleys Dominic teddy bear, 591 of 1500, made exclusively for Hamleys, in original box 
(missing outer window); a Steiff yellow tag Classic Fellow black and tan Terrier and a vintage Peggy penguin 
(1976-82)-- (10 1/2in. (27cm.) high (some discolouration to white of penguin) 
£30-50

43 Four small Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, including a Classic Series Teddy Clown, Classic cream alpaca and two 
others-- 7 1/2in. (19cm.) high 
£50-80

44 A Steiff limited edition Andreas teddy bear, made exclusively for Kaufhof, Germany, 1232 of 1997, in original box 
(no certificate, small hole to front of box) 
£40-60
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45 A Steiff limited edition replica 1905 red brown teddy bear, 3902 of 6000 for the year 1997, with certificate (no 
box) 
£50-80

46 Two Steiff yellow tag grey teddy bears, comprising of a Classic 1905 Richard Steiff replica and an other larger 
Classic teddy bear-- 14 1/2in.(37cm.) high 
£40-60

47 A Christine and Edward Ferris SAC Bear, with long blue cotton pile, blue and black glass eyes, brown stitched 
nose and mouth, with spiky hair and piercings, swivel head and jointed limbs, brown waistcoat, with tag and 
seam label-- 18in. (46.5cm.) high 
£30-50

48 A Christine and Edward Ferris SAC Bear, with white mohair, brown and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, piercings purple hair, leather trousers in a seated position-- 17in. (43.5cm.) 
£30-50

49 Three Hermann teddy bears, comprising of a limited edition musical bear, 787 of 1000, a limited edition 376 of 
500 wearing check dungarees-- 14in. (35.5cm.) high, both with button to back of heads; a small Hermann, a 
Merrythought and a Dean's Rag Book Centenary Nigel 171 of 1000 (wear to pads of Deans) 
£40-60

50 Four collectors teddy bears, comprising of a Eduard Cramer 68 of 2000, with card certificate, a Robin Rive 
Colborne 15 of 20, an exclusive to the Bear Garden, to celebrate their 6th birthday with card tag-- 17in.(36cm.) 
high, a Past Times Erik The Viking Bear, 35 of 400 with certificate and a Bears that are Special by Pam Howells 
£40-60

51 Birtwhistle Bear - a large 1920's teddy bear, possibly French, with blonde mohair, brown and black glass eyes, 
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limb, hump and inoperable 
growler, in a white jumper with teddy bear badge-- 23in.(58.5cm.) high (balding, stitching redone) 
£40-60

52 Three post-war Steiff Snobby Poodles, comprising of a light brown draylon Cosy Snobby-- 10 1/2in. (27cm.) 
high; and two smaller grey mohair, all with script buttons, yellow cloth tags and chest tags 
£30-50

53 Three post-war poodles, comprising of a Deans with red and black beret-- 14in. (35.5cm.) high; a Berg, with 
heart tag and a possible Hermann (some wear to all, Deans' with thinning an foot pads recovered, tail loose) 
£30-50

54 A Schuco Panda bear, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, pin joints-- 6in. (15cm.) 
(loose in arms); a Paddington Bear dressed in evening suit, a 1915 /20's teddy bear, with restoration to legs and 
back of head and a multi coloured outfit for larger teddy bear (Paddington with fading to back of coat and hat, 
wear to all) 
£30-50

55 A large 1920/30's possibly American teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, wide 
forehead, slotted in ears, black horizontal stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump and inoperative 
growler-- 27in.(68.5cm.) high (left ear loose, pads recovered, left arm restitched at top seam, thinning and wear) 
£40-60

56 A Dean’s Rag Book Co. Walt Disney and Norm Ferguson’s Pluto the dog 1930s, black printed orange velvet, 
black velvet nose, black felt ears, open mouth with printed teeth and tongue and wired armature-- 8 1/2in. 
(22cm.) long (tears to flanks, hole to back of head and general wear) - Pluto was created in 1930; and a Dean’s 
Mickey Mouse (damaged and worn) 
£50-70

57 Walt Disney Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck toys, two Tower Press cardboard Jumping Jacks —9 1/2in. (24cm.) 
high; a Pelham Puppet Mickey Mouse; a felt diving Donald, probably Spanish or Italian; a Hong Kong plastic 
Mickey on tricycle and Marx slope toy and other items 
£40-60
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58 A large post-war Steiff draylon Sheddy Shetland pony 1960s, with script button —16in. (41cm.) long; and a Mecki 
and Micki Hedgehogs, Mecki with chest tag, button and yellow tag on wrist 
£50-70

59 Teddy Bear and Bear ornaments, a cast brass bears and beehive, probably recently made —7 1/2in. (19cm.) 
high; a bear egg cup; a Branksome china polar bear; five bisque bears and others 
£30-50

60 Twelve unjointed Deans/Gwentoy teddy bears, comprising of two synthetic plush moon style bears with orange 
and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, cream plush to chest, one with original heart shaped tag-- 
21in. (53cm.) high; George a soft peach plush, with orange and black plastic eyes, white chest, label to side 
seam, Blueberry a small pale blue synthetic plush with white muzzle and eight others 
£30-50

61 Fifteen vintage teddy bears, including a large golden synthetic plush, unjointed teddy bear, with orange and 
black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth cream coloured inner ears and chest, with chimes and 
remains of label to foot pad-- 22in. (56cm.) high (thinning to pads and chest), a Winnie the Pooh style bear, a 
pink unjointed bear with stitched face details, two hot water bottle covers and ten others of varying sizes (slight 
wear) 
£30-50

62 Four English Pandas, comprising of a wool plush, with clear and black glass stick eyes, unjointed in a seated 
position —12in. (30cm.) high; a small Cripple Craft with clear and black glass eyes with remains of painted backs 
(one loose), fixed head and jointed body; an unjointed seated Chad Valley; and another wool plush (some wear 
and thinning, holes to Chad Valley foot pad) 
£50-80

63 Merrythought 1960's Winnie the Pooh characters, comprising of piglet, Kanga and Roo-- 13in. (33cm.) high; 
Eeyore and a post-war Hermann teddy bear (wear, with thinning to Kanga) 
£60-80

64 A collection of vintage soft toy animals, including three badgers, two mice a mole, a Steiff Clownie with card tag-- 
5 3/4in.(12cm.) high; and three others 
£20-30

65 Nine Dean's Rag Book Company. teddy bears, including three Panda's, one with original heart tag, a larger 
synthetic light brown unjointed-- 25in. (63.5cm.) high; a pale blue unjointed bear with card tag and a Chad Valley 
brown and white unjointed bear, all with labels (slight wear) 
£30-50

66 A collection of soft toys, including a two homemade mice probably Edith Moody pattern, a Donkey, possibly by 
Dean's, a velvet squirrel , two penguins and eleven others-- 6in.(15.5cm.) high (some wear) 
£40-60

67 Two large balding teddy bears, comprising of an Invicta with remains of cinnamon mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, remains of black stitched nose, swivel head and jointed limbs-- 28in. (71cm.) high; and another with 
remains of blonde mohair (joints loose to cinnamon, pads recovered, ear loose, blonde missing eyes, worn) 
£40-60

68 A quantity of soft toys and teddy bears, including a Pedigree Golly-- 16in. (40.5cm.) high; a felt Kanga style 
rabbit with baby, seven rabbits, two donkeys, three elephants, nine bears and others 
£40-60

69 Two Chiltern type teddy bears, including a blonde mohair, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative voice mechanism-- 13in. (33cm.) high; and another (thinning 
and wear, one missing eyes) 
£50-80

70 Three Nookie The Bear teddy bears, ventriloquist puppets, with moveable eyes, black plastic noses (one 
missing)-- 21 1/2in (55cm.) high, two with rosette's and a photograph of Roger De Courcey the ventriloquist 
known for operating Nookie Bear; a Wenday Boston Basil Brush hand puppet and another Basil Brush soft toy 
(slight wear to rosette's) 
£30-50
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71 Eight soft toy animals, including a Jungle Toys Lena lioness with golden wool plush, pale brown and black glass 
eyes, brown stitched nose, whiskers, unjointed, a recumbent lion with pale amber and black flaked glass eyes, 
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws-- 22in. (56cm.) long, an Alpha Farnell dog pyjama case, two Jane Hissey 
Little Bears, one in pyjamas, a Giraffe and two others (bald patches to lion, others with slight wear) 
£30-50

72 Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy bears, including a golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker-- 15in. (38cm.) high; and 
another (slight wear) 
£60-80

73 Three British teddy bears, including a Merrythought with remains of blonde mohair, missing eyes, black stitched 
nose mouth and claws, swivel head (stitched in place) jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker and label to foot pad-- 
15in. (38cm.) high; a Unitys of Southport, blonde mohair with pronounced muzzle, orange and black glass eyes, 
rexine pads and label to foot pad and another (wear and thinning to all, felt on hand pad loose) 
£60-80

74 Two post-war British teddy bears, comprising of a possible Farnell wool plush, with orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head jointed limbs-- 14in.(36cm.) high and a Chiltern type (wear) 
£60-80

75 A quantity of vintage dog soft toys, including a Dean's Rag Book Company, with white and black mohair 
(balding) clear and black glass eyes, with remains of brown painted back (loose) and remains of black stitched 
nose, a black synthetic plush poodle, with red collar in a seated position-- 16in. (41cm.) high; two Chiltern's, an 
American musical reclined white synthetic/cotton plush and nine others (slight wear) 
£30-50

76 A 1930's Chad Valley Magna type teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black horizontal 
stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker and label to foot pad-- 12in. (30.5cm.) high 
(stitching to hand pad loose, right hand pad restitched) 
£30-50

77 A 1930's Chad Valley teddy bear, with beige alpaca plush, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker and label to foot pad-- 14in. (36cm.) high (felt 
to hand and one foot pad loose, other foot pad with hole, some looses to plush, mainly to back) 
£40-60

78 Teddy Ledbury - a circa 1913 teddy bear possibly American, with golden mohair, black boot button eyes, 
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs-- 14in. (35.5cm.) high 
(wear to right foot pad and thinning) - The owner of this bear, became the mother of the little girl who owned Big 
Ted and Little Ted, sold on 21st June 2023, Lot 663 at Special Auction Services 
£50-80

79 A post-war glow in the dark teddy bear, possibly by Blue Ribbon, with cinnamon mohair, orange and black plastic 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth with illuminating inner ears and pads-- 12in. (30.5cm.) high 
£30-50

80 A selection of soft toy animals, including a 1940's Chad Valley Polar Bear, with white wool plush, orange and 
black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, label to inner right leg-- 6in. (15.5cm.) high (holes to two foot 
pads); seven dogs, two Chiltern squirrels, two Chiltern Koala's, a Pedigree Squirrel and eleven other animals 
(slight wear) 
£40-60

81 Four dressed teddy bears, including a large white synthetic plush dressed in Scottish national costume, with 
orange and black glass eyes, fixed head and unjointed body-- 28in. (71cm.) high; two artsilk unjointed bears, 
with red jackets, blue trousers and chimes, a Polly toys limited seated pink and white synthetic Panda with white 
chest and black plastic buttons (would benefits from a clean) and three others 
£30-60
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82 Fifteen wool plush teddy bears, including two Tinka -Bell cream bears, the larger with orange and black plastic 
eyes, remains of black stitched nose, fixed head, jointed body, brown pads and label to foot-- 24in. (61cm.) high 
(small stain to left leg), the smaller with orange and black plastic eyes, black leather nose, fixed head and jointed 
limbs with label to foot; a cream and brown panda and others of various sizes. (some wear) 
£30-50

83 A 1930's Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with the remains of brown 
painted backs, black stitched nose mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker and card 
lined foot pads-- 16in. (40.5cm.) high (balding to forehead, nibbles to velvet of hand pad) 
£40-60

84 Two early teddy bears circa 1910-20's, including a light brown burlap, with clear and black glass eyes, (backs 
look to be repainted) black stitched nose, mouth and claws, slotted in ears and pin jointed limbs-- 10in.(25cm.) 
high; and another, (thinning, pin joints loose, wear) 
£50-80

85 Four post-war Hermann type teddy bears, including Wilmer, with long blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes, 
with remains of orange painted backs, black stitched nose and mouth with a separate muzzle, and inoperative 
squeaker-- 10 1/2in. (26.5cm.) high; and three others all with defined separate muzzles (wear and some 
thinning, ear loose to Wilmer) 
£40-60

86 A 1930's Merrythought teddy bear, with blonde mohair, replacement button eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and celluloid button to ear-- 13in. (33cm.) high; and a Chad Valley teddy bear 
(thinning and wear to both, Merrythought with hole to right lower leg and left hand pad in need of attention) 
£50-80

87 A 1930's Cinnamon mohair teddy bear, with clear and black glass eyes, with remains of painted backs, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and hump-- 21in. (53.5cm.) high (areas of thinning 
and blading, hand pads recovered, right ear reattached, wear) 
£40-60

88 A 1920's possibly American teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, remains of black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, and jointed limbs with working growler-- 22in. (55.5cm.) high (left arm 
loose at seam to reveal metal disc, right foot pad with hole, right eye needs reinserting) 
£40-60

89 A large 1930's Chad Valley teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth and claws-- 27 1/2in. (70cm.) high (pads recovered, thinning and balding )-- This bear was part of the 
Barbara and Benta Browns collection and was featured on page 110 of, 'A Collectors Guide To Teddy Bears', by 
Peter Ford, the jacket was added at a later date 
£40-60

90 A small 1950's Steiff teddy bear, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose mouth and claws, swivel 
head and jointed limbs and inoperable squeaker-- 7in.(18cm.) high and a 1950's German teddy bear (Steiff with 
mark to top of head, three small holes to foot pads, slight thinning, larger bear with nibbles to pads) 
£40-60

91 Two 1930's Chiltern type teddy bears, including a blonde mohair, with orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperable squeaker-- 16 1/2in. 942cm.) high; and a 
larger with golden mohair (thinning and wear, larger missing an eye) 
£60-80

92 Ten Shanghai Dolls Factory teddy bears, including Craddock, with blonde mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, 
black plastic nose, remains of red felt tongue and side seam label-- 9in.(23cm.) high, two Koala's with side seam 
labels, a large bright gold mohair, with clear and black glass eyes, remains of painted backs, fixed head and 
jointed limbs (missing nose); and others 
£30-50
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93 A large Mighty Star Ltd Edmonton teddy bear, to commemorate the 11th Commonwealth Games held in 
Edmonton, Alberta from 3 to 12 August 1978, with brown synthetic plush, brown and black plastic eyes, black 
plastic nose, fixed head, unjointed in a standing position, with label to foot-- 26 1/2in. (67.5cm.) high; a Harrison 
recumbent bear and two others (slight wear) 
£30-50

94 Six Lefray teddy bears, including Burford a golden and brown plush, with orange and black plastic eyes, black 
plastic nose, red felt tongue, fixed head, unjointed and wearing a red felt jacket-- 23in.(59cm.) high; a pink plush 
RB Toys bear, a smaller teal unjointed bear with comical plastic eyes and twelve other manufactured bears 
£30-50

95 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, comprising of a Panda with black and white mohair, black pin eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth and metal framed jointed body-- 3in. (7.5cm.) high; and another with golden 
mohair, both probably 1950s (each missing an ear) 
£40-60

96 Three post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, comprising of an apricot mohair bear, light brown mohair bear 
and a golden mohair example, all with pin eyes, black stitched noses and mouths and metal framed jointed 
bodies, all probably 1950s-- 2 3/4in.(7cm.) high (two missing one ear, one missing both ears) 
£40-60

97 Four Schuco miniature teddy bears, comprising of a Panda, two with golden mohair and darker brown mohair 
example with crown, all with black pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth and metal framed jointed body-- 2 
3/4in. (7cm.) high (worn missing ears) 
£40-60

98 Six miniature teddy bears, including a Chad Valley Father Bear, (with replacement arm)-- 5in.(12.5cm.) high; two 
golden cotton plush bears and three other (slight wear) 
£50-80

99 Two 1930's German bear cub teddy bears, comprising of a larger with golden mohair, clear and black glass 
eyes, with remains of painted backs, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, slotted in ears, with swivel head and 
jointed limbs-- 7 1/4in.(18.5cm.) high; and a smaller example (slight thinning, small hole to left hand pad of larger 
cub) 
£50-80

100 A 1950's Jason teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head jointed limbs and felt pads with label to leg seam-- 13in.(33cm.) high (small hole to each foot pad) 
£40-60

101 An SFBJ 60 child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed papier-mache body, black two piece 
dress, feather headdress, underclothes and shoes —18in. (45.5cm.) high (two fingers repaired) 
£40-60

102 Two Armand Marseille character babies, 995 with blue sleeping eyes, blonde wig, bent-limbed composition 
body, Burgundy velvet outfit and underclothes —20in. (51cm.) high; and a smaller 971 
£50-80

103 An Ernst Heubach for Seyfarth & Reinhardt 312 child doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, 
jointed composition body, white cotton dress, black straw hat and underclothes —23 1/2in. (60cm.) high (three 
repaired fingers) 
£40-60

104 A small Armand Marseille 1894 child doll, with fixed brown glass eyes, brown hair wig, jointed composition body, 
cream net and muslin dress and underclothes —10 3/4in. (27cm.) high 
£40-60

105 A Recknagel 24 toddler doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, strawberry blonde mohair wig, jointed composition 
toddler body, blue velvet dress, pinafore and underclothes —19 1/4in. (49cm.) high 
£50-80

106 A Bruno Schmidt of Waltershausen child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, brown hair wig, dusty mauve dress, 
underclothes and white shoe —28in. (71cm.) high (head appears large for body and does not sit well in socket) 
£50-80
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107 An Armand Marseille 1894 DEP child doll, with fixed pale blue striated eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed 
composition body with fixed wrists, purple with black net overlay dress, cape and hat —15 3/4in. (40cm.) high 
£50-80

108 An Armand Marseille 390 child doll, With blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed composition body, green 
printed dress, pinafore and underclothes —23 1/4in. (59cm.) high 
£40-60

109 An Ernst Heubach 302 child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, recent blonde hair wig, jointed composition body, 
white dress, bonnet and underclothes 29 1/2in. (75cm.) high 
£50-80

110 Two Ernst Heubach 300 character babies, both with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wigs, bent-limbed 
composition bodies, the larger with trembling tongue and dressed —21 1/2in. (55cm.) high 
£50-80

111 Two Armand Marseille character babies, a 996 with sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, composition toddler body 
and pink dress —18 1/4in. (46.5cm.) high; and a 990 in white (eyes fixed into place and damaged hands) 
£40-60

112 An Armand Marseille 390 child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed composition body, blue 
velvet dress, straw hat and underclothes —25 1/2in. (65cm.) high (missing eyelid paint on one eye, repainted 
hands) 
£30-50

113 An unusual Gebruder Heubach 8192 child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, brown nylon wig, unusual composition 
body with hinged knees, pink dress, matching bonnet and underclothes —26 1/2in. (67.5cm.) high (one arm 
replaced? Hand restored) 
£80-120

114 Two Armand Marseille character babies, the larger 996 and smaller 990, both with sleeping eyes, mohair wigs, 
bent-limbed composition body and dressed —18in. (46cm.) high 
£40-60

115 Two German character babies, an Ernst Heubach 300 with sleeping eyes and bent-limbed composition body 
—17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) high; and AM 995 on child doll body, both dressed; and a metal framed doll's cot on castors 
£40-60

116 Two Armand Marseille character babies, a 351 with blue sleeping eyes and bent-limbed composition body 
—17in. (43cm.) high; and a 352 with stuffed body, both dressed in robes 
£40-60

117 Two SFBJ 60 child dolls, one with fixed dark eyes and straight legged body —16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; and the 
other with sleeping dark eyes, long wig, jointed body and purple dress 
£70-100

118 Two German character babies, a large Ernst Heubach 267 with brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig and 
knitted dress —22 1/2in. (57cm.) (arm joint damaged and dirty); and an AM 1330 in green dress 
£50-80

119 Two German character babies, a Bruno Schmidt 2095 with blue glass eyes, blonde mohair wig and bent-limbed 
composition body (eyes glued in place); and an AM 971a with blue sleeping eyes, both dressed 
£50-80

120 An English bisque headed baby doll Regina, with blue sleeping eyes, brown wig and bent-limbed composition 
body —22in. (56cm.) high; and a Schoenau & Hoffmeister 170 composition headed baby 
£40-60

121 Two German bisque headed child dolls, a Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909 with blue lashed sleeping eyes, brown 
mohair wig and jointed composition body —23in. (58.5cm.) high (dirty and missing five fingers); and an AM 390 
dressed in brown 
£50-80
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122 Three German small bisque headed dolls, a Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909 with blonde mohair wig, jointed 
composition body and white muslin dress —14 1/2in. (37cm.) high; and two AM 390s 
£70-100

123 Two German small bisque headed dolls, an AM 390 in mauve —13in. (33cm.) high; and AM shoulder head; and a 
peg wooden doll 
£60-80

124 Various small dolls, an Armand Marseille 390 fairy —9 1/2in. (24cm.) high; a small bisque headed doll, probably 
Recknagel; and others in a small hamper 
£60-80

125 Various dolls, a composition girl with moulded hair —14in. (35.5cm.) high; a vinyl doll; a cloth doll; and two sailor 
dolls 
£40-60

126 Various doll related toys, a Casdon battery-operated Cooker, in original box —11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; a Marx 
Little Hostess Dinning table and chairs, two tea sets, in original boxes and a Smiths Noddy alarm clock 
£50-80

127 Peggy Nisbet Henry VIII and his six wives, Lady Jane Grey and Cardinal Wolsey, in original boxes (one incorrect 
name label for wife) 
£30-50

128 Peggy Nisbet Royal Weddings, Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer and Prince Andrew and Sarah 
Ferguson, in original double set boxes; Princes Anne and Captain Mark Phillips, a Yeoman Warder, a Life Guard 
and Royal Herald for 1977 Jubilee 
£40-60

129 Peggy Nisbet 20th century Royal family, Queen Victoria, Edward VII, Lillie Langtry, Queen Mother 85th and 90th 
year, Queen Elizabeth II Order of Thistle, Order of St George and P400, Lord Mountbatten, Prince Charles 
Investiture, Princes Anne and Prince Edward, in original boxes; and five others unboxed 
£60-80

130 Peggy Nisbet historical figures, King Arthur, Mary Queen of Scots wedding dress and Fotheringay, Queen 
Matilda, Queen Caroline of Brunswick, Catherine of Braganza, Margaret of Anjou, Eleanor of Aquitaine, The 
Prince Regent, Queen Berengaria, Henry II and Catherine Howard, in original boxes and five others unboxed 
£60-80

131 Peggy Nisbet historical figures, King Charles II, Princess Charlotte, King Richard I, Standard Bearer, Kong 
Richard III, Countess of Castlemaine, Nell Gwyn, Frances, Countess of Jersey, Empress Josephine, William the 
Conqueror, Duchess of Portsmouth and Mrs Fitzherbert, in original boxes and four others unboxed 
£60-80

132 Two bisque and a china German shoulder head dolls, with blonde painted and moulded hair, blue painted eyes, 
stuffed bodies and some clothing —24in. (61cm.) high (some damage to limbs) 
£60-80

133 Three German china shoulder head dolls, two with black painted and moulded hair, the other with blonde, all 
with blue painted eyes, stuffed bodies and clothing (one body recent, other limbs possibly replaced) 
£60-80

134 Two reproduction German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, with blue glass eyes, sailor’s suits and on card —3 3/4in. 
(9.5cm.) high 
£30-40

135 Doll’s chairs and African dolls, two balloon back wicker chairs —12 1/2in. (32cm.) high; a green painted wooden 
country chair and three others; and three cloth African dolls 
£30-40

136 Seven glass babies feeding bottles, including a S. Maw & Son & Thompson with printed pottery lid —6 1/4in. 
(16cm.) high, The Piccaninnnie’s Feeder, a Griptight with original teet, a Dimples and The Hygenic Feeder; a 
painted wooden box; a 1909 calendar and a recent book ‘The Enchanted Dolls’ House Wedding’ 
£40-60
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137 A mid 20th century collapsible steel push chair, painted grey, dark red vinyl upholstery, folds to form a carry case 
—34in. (86.5cm.) height unfolded 
£20-30

138 Various toys, an Omega poodle nightdress case; a printed Dean’s Golly; a Bruin Boys skittles; a Margaret 
Thatcher Spitting Image squeak toys; three Scrabble sets; and other items 
£30-40

139 A large Dean’s Rag Book Coronation cloth doll with provenance, with wool hair, red felt beret, scarf and shoes, 
blue felt skirt, white top —38in. (96.5cm.) high (face worn and applied make-up, recovered legs and other issues) 
- this doll in called Gwynneth and was given to the vendor’s mother-in-law when she was in Radcliffe Infirmary, 
Oxford in 1940 and comes with a newspaper clipping showing the doll 
£30-50

140 Four small tinplate doll’s perambulators, two British lithographed examples, one with hood —4 1/4in. (11cm.) 
high; and two German, one lithographed and one painted 
£50-80

141 Plastic toy perambulators, a Telsalda Doll in Pram, in original box —6 1/2in. (16.5cm.) long; a trade box of yellow 
plastic push chairs with pink babies; six Hong Kong sets in original packaging; a PP (England) My Dolly’s Pram 
and Baby, in original box; and three others 
£50-80

142 Doll’s perambulators, a blue painted steel pram with cream folding hood with cut-out hearts and rubber tyres 
—9in. (23cm.) long; a wicker pram with large blue wooden wheels and rubber tyres; and others 
£40-60

143 A large quantity of dolls’ house perambulators, 1950s to modern, mainly plastic with a few metal 
£50-80

144 Fashion doll size perambulators, Including two Topper Suzy Cute with pram and pushchair; Sindy pram; a Tanya 
and doll; Steffi Love Baby Walk, in original box; a 1970s vinyl and combex pram and others 
£50-80

145 Thirty-one small hard plastic dolls, mainly in original clothes or good homemade clothes, a Cub Scout —6in. 
(15cm.) high and Brownie 
£30-50

146 Thirty-eight small baby dolls, two Roddy, two Rodnoid; two Sarold babies; two vinyl Berenguer sexed babies; 
others mainly hard plastic 
£40-60

147 Six clockwork dancing dolls, a composition headed Scotsman, in original box —7 1/2in. (19cm.) high; three 
Sweetheart dolls and two others, in original window boxes 
£40-60

148 Fifteen clockwork dancing dolls, including a cowboy —8 3/4in. (22cm.) high, others in European costumes and a 
crawling baby 
£50-80

149 A quantity of dolls’ house dolls, mainly plastic headed with bendy bodies, some with metal feet; a few modern 
bisque examples and a china shoulder head (approx. 67) 
£30-50

150 Dean’s Rag Book Co dolls, a girl with printed face, jointed body with integral red velvet shoes and socks and 
printed blue and white label on foot —18 3/4in. (48cm.) high (lacks wig and clothes); a composition headed Dutch 
and a Lupino Lane with label in neck seam; and four other National costume dolls 
£60-80

151 A Steiff for Danbury Mint limited edition Victoria the Penny Black teddy bear 210 of 1819, in original plastic 
packaging with certificate 
£40-60
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152 A Steiff for Danbury Mint limited edition George The Royal Baby Bear, 5410 for the year 2013, George 
embroidered to foot pad, in original plastic packaging with certificate 
£30-50

153 Four Steiff yellow tag Cosy year teddy bears, for the years, 2015,2016, 2017 and 2018, all still sealed inside 
plastic packaging-- 14in. (36cm.) high 
£40-60

154 Four Steiff yellow tag Cosy year teddy bears, for the years, 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022-- 14in. (36cm.) (2020's 
bag is opened the rest remained sealed in there outer plastic packaging) 
£40-60

155 A Charlie Bears limited edition Poppy panda bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and black plush, with card 
tag, signed 'Charlie x'-- 14 1/2in. (37cm.) high email to advise 
£40-60

156 A Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Giles teddy bear, 54 of 150, for the year 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, with 
beige mohair, and card tag certificate-- 13 1/2in. (35cm.) high 
£60-80

157 A Steiff limited edition Classic teddy bear, 5084 for the 2004 edition, with card certificate and a small yellow tag 
alpaca fur teddy brown moon bear 
£30-50

158 Two Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, comprising of a blond Classic, a Pesty Panda and a new Steiff growler in box-- 
2 3/4in. (6cm.) high by 2 3/4in.(6cm.) wide 
£30-50

159 Three Merrythought teddy Bears, comprising of a limited edition Oliver Cheeky teddy bear, in commemoration of 
the 80th Birthday Party, 30 of 80, with card tag-- 10 1/2in. (27cm.) high; a limited edition possibly 50 of 200 
(faded number on label) with card wishbone tag and another Cheeky teddy bear 
£30-50

160 Four Merrythought teddy bears, including Alexander 18 of 100, made for the Heritage Bear Company, with 
unusual blue-brown flecked eyes and card tag-- 17in. (43cm.) high; a 1902 -2002 Centenary commemoration 
bear, and two others all with card tags 
£40-60

161 Five Merrythought teddy bears, including a golden blonde mohair, with orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and web hand pads with card tag-- 19in. (48cm.) high; a Lilac limited edition 75th 
Anniversary bear, 35 of 75, an orange bear with rainbow ribbon and card tag and two others 
£40-60

162 A selection of manufactured teddy bears, including, a Barton's Creek Collection Wally and Winky, designed by 
Gund, with tags and in original box, a limited edition three bear set for the years 1998 -2000 by Bombay in 
original box (tear to box), Bombay Mei Ying Panda with card tag-- 14in. (35.5cm.) high; a Clemens Spieltiere 
fabric bear, a Friday's Street bear, and eight others 
£40-60

163 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including the 100th Birthday Bear, 462 of 1000-- 12 1/2in. (32cm.) 
high, Jambore Bear 2005, 92 of 300, Winsome 39 of 100, and another; all with card tags and in original boxes 
£40-60

164 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, comprising of a limited edition Hugo, 2050 of 2001 in original box 
with card tag and-- 10in.(25.5cm.) high; Robbie 45 of 100 and two smaller bears 
£30-50

165 Eight modern Merrythought teddy bears, including a Hamleys teddy bear-- 17in. (43cm.) high, a pilot bear, a 
panda bear, a vintage teddy bear pyjama case, a vintage panda pyjama case and two others 
£40-60

166 A large selection of advertising and promotional teddy bears, including a Ralph Lauren 2000 bear in a red 
jumper-- 15 1/2in. (40cm.) high; two Beni bears one with tag, two BBC Hereford and Worester bears, a Captain 
Airtours, an Aga unjointed bear by The velveteen Bean Bear Company and others 
£30-50
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167 Six artist teddy bears, comprising of a Yesterdays Bears by Linda Stevens in a waistcoat, a Shirley-Anne bear 
with caramel mohair, an unjointed rabbit-- 18 1/2in. (47cm.) high, two smaller bears an another 
£30-50

168 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including a Coronation Street charity Bear 98 of 2000, with card 
tag, Norman 1 of 1000, with card tag-- 15 /12in. (39.5cm.) high; and two others also with card tags 
£30-50

169 Three Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, comprising of a limited edition Branston 5 of 25-- 18in.(46cm.) 
high; a limited edition Silver Members Bear 2007, 46 of 500 and Horatio Membership bear for 2005, number 293, 
with card tag signed by Neil and Barbara Miller (little dusty, nose stitching frayed to Silver members bear) 
£30-50

170 Five Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including a limited edition Silver Members Bear for 2005, number 
139-- 13 1/2in. (35cm.) high; Hunter the Membership bear for 2008 with card tag, Henry the 2003 Centenary 
bear, with card tag and signed foot pad and two others 
£30-50

171 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, Including Oscar 1 of 500, from the Luxury Collectables, wearing a 
bow tie with card tag-- 17in. (43cm.) high; Helene Panda 1165 Membership bear for 2010 and two others 
£40-60

172 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including a limited edition Brighton Belle 64 of 75 with card tag 
and outer packing box-- 11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; Hampton Membership bear for 2004 with outer packing box and 
two others 
£40-60

173 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including a limited edition Pengethley 10 of 20, with pink and grey 
mohair and bells to centre seam with card tag-- 16in. (40cm.) high; a Deans Artist Showcase light brown bear by 
Leontine Craane number 296 and two others 
£40-60

174 Four small Dean's Rag Book Company Membership teddy bears, Comprising of Hamilton 488 for the year 2011, 
Hereward 301 for the year 2014, Hogan 393 for the year 2013 and Hubert 434 for the year 2015-- 10in. (25cm.) 
high; all with card tags 
£30-50

175 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including a HRH 58 of 2002 to commemorate Queen Elizabeth II 
Golden Jubilee, with card tag and in original box-- 13 3/4in. (35cm.) high; Dorian 1 of a Special Edition with 
Green Ribbon and card tag and two smaller bears both with card tags 
£40-60

176 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including Brighton Rocky, 10 of 20 with card tag and signed foot 
pad-- 16 1.2in. (12cm.) high (slight wear to hand pads), Wilfred 6 of 200 with card tag, Prinny 20 of 50 with card 
tag and signed foot pad and another 
£40-60

177 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including limited edition Jacob, 27 of 100 with card tag and 
Dean's pin badge, a limited edition Pebbles 116 of 1000 with card tag-- 16in. (40.5cm.) high; and two others 
(brown bear -Richie with wear to suede pads, Hardy with small bald patch to left leg) 
£30-50

178 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including a limited edition Name that bear- Lynjon 2003, 24 of 
2000, with signed foot pad and card tag-- 15in. (38.5cm.) high; a light blue bear with signed foot pad, and two 
smaller bears (blue bear with loses to underside of legs and bottom) 
£30-50

179 Four Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including a golden mohair Dean's Traditional Toys, No.4, with red 
and black plastic eyes, in original box with card tag-- 15in. (38cm.) high; Kenty 10 of 30 with card tag and two 
others 
£40-60
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180 A selection of manufactured and collectors teddy bears, including two Alresford Crafts Ltd, white plush unjointed 
seated bears, with labels to base, the larger-- 25in. (63.5cm.) high; two R.Dakin bears with black collars, 
Chesley, a Real Soft Toys light brown plush bear, Hero, a Lefray unjointed bear with yellow plush muzzle and 
tummy and 13 others 
£30-50

181 A selection of Collectors teddy bears, including a Darcy Bear Edition 1 with tag to ear-- 20in. (51cm.) high; two 
Giorgio Beverly Hills Millennium bears, one in a silver jacket, a 1996,1998,2003 and 2006 Giorgio Beverly Hills 
bears and 19 others 
£30-50

182 A collection of popular children's characters and teddy bears, including thirteen Winnie The Pooh teddy bears, 
two Eeyore's, Four Rupert the Bear's, a small Bungle, two Baloo's an Old Bear and Friends Jolly Tall giraffe by 
Jane Hissey and others 
£30-50

183 A Raby fabric teddy bear, with multi coloured velveteen fabric, orange and black glass eyes, swivel head and 
jointed limbs, with leather heart tag-- 19in. (48cm.) high; a Canterbury Bears Floral bear with card tag and 
another 
£30-50

184 Four small artist teddy bears, including an Edie Bear's Mazie, designed by Canadian artist Edie Barlishen, with 
tag-- 8 1/2in. (21.5cm.) high; an Ideal Bears Rosaline 2 of 25, and two others 
£30-50

185 Four collectors teddy bears, including a Gund Christmas Collective 1997, Yulebeary, in original box-- 8 1/2in. 
(21.5cm.) high, a Gund Scarlett, a Merrythought The Ironbridge Bear, with card tag and another (wear to pads of 
Merrythought) 
£30-50

186 Ten manufactured teddy bears, including a Harrods 1999 Christmas Bear, a Metro soft toys 4th Limited Edition 
Daisy, with embroidered tummy and foot pads-- 13 1/2in. (34cm.) high; Two The Queen's Platinum Jubilee 2022 
bears, Leo a Channel Island Bears and five others 
£30-50

187 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, comprising of a 100 year Titanic musical bear, with certificate and 
card tag-- 14in. (35cm.) high; a Poinsettia Bear, 248 of 500 with card tag and a Matryosgka Bear, 915 of 1000 
with 2 hand painted dolls, wooden painted display case and card tag 
£30-50

188 Four Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, including a Classic Miniature Teddy Bears US special 1995, rose mohair with 
metal compass, a black mohair-- 6in. (15)cm; both with draw string bags, an unjointed Edgar Christmas bear, 
another and two Steiff key rings 
£30-50

189 A Steiff limited edition Flurrie Swarovski 2008 teddy bear, 1670 for the year 2008, with Swarovski pendant and 
Xilion crystal to ear, in original box with certificate 
£40-60

190 An interesting selection of multi coloured teddy bears, including Misty a Dakin bear with teal plush-- 14in. 
(35.5cm.) high, a Steps unjointed bear, a Henley Bear by Asquiths of Windsor, Rainbow Bear unjointed multi-
coloured plush, Dingle a small pink Real Soft Toys bear, an orange unjointed S Club 7 bear and others 
£30-50

191 A collection of modern and vintage Panda bears, including a small Dakin bear, an unjointed seated panda with 
WWF badge-- 14in. (35.5cm.) high, a Vera Small of London cub on all fours and a small Wendy Boston with 
label to back; approximately 32 in total (some wear to vintage bears) 
£40-50

192 a collection of eight artist and collectors teddy bears, including a Stable Door Crafts bear by Mandy, a Heidi 
Bears, bear with label to foot pad-- 13in. (33cm.) high; Revived by Elizabeth at Ancestral Bears, a grey felt bear 
and five others all contained in a wicker basket 
£40-60
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193 A Steiff limited edition Grace teddy bear, 711 of 1500, in a cream jacquard fabric, and burgundy feather boa, with 
certificate 
£40-60

194 A Steiff limited edition Swarovski Crystal Onyx teddy bear, 869 of 2000, for the year 2014, with Swarovski 
elements crystal on pads and Swarovski elements crystal necklace (no certificate) 
£30-50

195 A Steiff limited edition Matryoshka teddy bear, 145 of 1500, with certificate 
£40-60

196 A Steiff limited edition Bellamy Paradise teddy bear, 207 of 1500, with beige woolly mohair and snakeskin effect 
golden paw pads, with certificate 
£40-60

197 A Steiff limited edition Nicolas the Lucky teddy bear, 441 of 1500, a North American Exclusive, holding a wool 
felt ladybird, with certificate 
£30-50

198 A Steiff limited edition alpaca Leopard, teddy bear, 166 of 2008, with golden alpaca fur and a black Leopard 
print, in cotton drawstring bag (no certificate) 
£50-80

199 A very large selection of manufactured teddy bears, including Nutmeg a Golden brown plush Channel Island 
Toy-- 15in. (38cm.) high; an unjointed Mary Meyer bear, a small David Halsall International ltd and others (slight 
wear to some) 
£30-50

200 A very large selection of manufactured teddy bears, including Busby, an unjointed bear designed as a guards 
man, Patchwork Bear, a multi-coloured unjointed Michael Hague bear for The Toy Works, Chippy a brown plush, 
unjointed Genesis 2 teddy bear-- 13in. (33cm.) high; and others 
£30-50

201 Seven manufactured teddy bears with interesting and original tags, including a Happy Child Toys, with light 
brown plush, orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head jointed limbs and darker 
brown pads-- 14in. (35.5cm.) high; A Real Soft Toy Panda with large black tag, a Koala night case and four 
others (slight wear) 
£30-50

202 A selection of vintage teddy bears, including a Polar bear and cub, an unjointed Panda with chimes-- 13in. 
(33cm.) high; an unjointed Blue ribbon Playthings, two Deans bears with side seam labels, ten others and eleven 
teddy bear books including Dean's Of Yesterday, the Teddy Bear Encyclopaedia 
£30-50

203 Five House of Nisbet Teddy Bears, including a limited edition Feldy, 6 of 3000 to celebrate the Feldhaus toy 
stores 150th birthday, Capricorn and Aquarius for Peter Bull, two others and a child's tea set for one decorated 
with Christmas trees-- 12in. (30.5cm.) high 
£30-50

204 Two Chiltern post-war standing Bruins Teddy Bears, with light brown mohair, white mohair fronts and muzzles, 
one musical with head mechanism, the other with inoperative squeaker, both with velvet pads and card lined foot 
pads-- 15in. (38.5cm.) high (head mechanism not working, back seam undone, both with some thinning and 
wear) - the larger bear is known as Sykes 
£30-50

205 Two post-war Hamiro Teddy Bears, one with beige mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains of brown 
painted backs, swivel head and jointed limbs with plush pads and a bear cub with cream felt paws and claws-- 
13 1/2in. (34cm.) high (some wear, small stains to cream pads) - these bears are known as Tyndale and Browny 
£30-50
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206 A very large Chad Valley Bear Brand Stocking shop window display Teddy Bear from Birmingham’s Children’s 
Hospital 1950s, with golden mohair, replaced plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed 
limbs with oil-cloth pads, the feet card-lined with hole in middle to insert pole for standing and seam label —43 
1/2in. (110.5cm.) high (hand pads and one foot pad covered, two holes to inner right leg and right side, backs of 
hands stitched repair and balding, probably from holding something in display, dusty and slight general wear) 
£180-220

207 A very large Chad Valley Bear Brand Stocking shop window display Teddy Bear from Birmingham’s Children’s 
Hospital 1950s, with golden mohair/mix plush, replaced plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads and the feet card-lined with hole in middle to insert pole for standing —44in. 
(112cm.) high (ladder to material by chin, one ear needs attaching, dirt and general wear) 
£180-220

208 An Invicta Teddy Bear, with light brown wool plush, orange and black glass eyes, brown stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and remains of painted cloth pads-- 15in. (38cm.) high; and another worn 
example 
£30-50

209 A large early German Teddy Bear circa 1910, with golden mohair, one black boot button eye, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose over brown felt, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with large hands and feet, feet 
card lined, black double stitched claws, hump and inoperative growler —27 1/2in. (70cm.) high (one foot severed, 
other leg torn, large bald patch to upper body, tear to upper body near arm, other wear and pads damaged) - 
possibly a Strunz or similar 
£100-150

210 Lincoln - an early German Teddy Bear circa 1910, with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, remains of black stitched nose, mouth and claws, a piece of black stitched on cloth under-nose, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, card lined feet, hump and inoperative growler —23in. (58.5cm.) high (missing 
ear, fraying to front near shoulder joints, could do with reinforcing here, some bald spots, general wear and 
thinning and damage to pads) 
£80-120

211 A German 1910/20's tumbling Teddy Bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, fully covered hand on winding arm, replacement kid pads-- 11in.(28cm.) high (restorative patches 
stitching loose to winding pad, wear and thinning); and another identical example in need of extensive 
restoration 
£80-120

212 A 1930's German teddy bear, with clear and black glass eyes, brown painted backs, black stitched nose and 
mouth and remains of claws-- 20in.(51cm) high (in need of repair); a 1960's Eeyore, a kid leather Giraffe, and 
five others 
£40-60

213 A selection of Golly's, comprising of a Merrythought with chimes-- 19in. (48cm.) high; The So Long Book of 
Gollywog Tales by Justin Michman, an Enid Blyton the Three Golliwogs book, three vintage Golly's, two modern 
and a drinking duck with box (slight wear) 
£30-50

214 Eight British dog nightdress cases, including an Alpha Farnell black and white Spaniel with red and blue label-- 
17in.(43cm.)long, an Alpha Farnell Poodle with Label; a Twyford with label and others (three in need of 
restoration) 
£30-50

215 Rossetter - an early German Teddy Bear circa 1910, with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, rotund body 
with hump and inoperative growler-- 23in. (58.5cm.) high (one ear loose, damage and patches to pads, a few 
small bald spots, slight wear and thinning) 
£100-150
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216 A 1930's teddy bear possibly French, with dark golden mohair, black boot button eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head (stitched in place) and pin jointed limbs-- 20 1/2in. (52cm.) high (ear reattached, 
arm joints need attention, slight thinning) 
£40-60

217 A 1950's Farnell teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs inoperative squeaker and remains of painted pads-- 14in. (35.5cm.) high (slight wear) 
£40-60

218 A 1930's Chad Valley teddy bear, with light golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, metal button in ear, swivel head, jointed limbs with card lined feet, inoperative squeaker and 
label to foot pad-- 14 1/2in.(37cm.) high (nose stitches need attention) 
£30-50

219 Five balding British teddy bears, including a Pedigree with remains of golden mohair, orange and black plastic 
eye, (one missing) black stitched nose and mouth-- 22in. (56cm.) high - this bear has a hand written tag which 
states, "Please Save Me, I am to go to the Miss Browns Bear Collection date 1986"; and four others (wear and 
balding,) 
£50-80

220 A very large selection of unjointed teddy bears, in a variety of sizes and colours, including a Real Soft Toy, with 
arm in sling-- 12 1/2in. (32cm.) high; a bright yellow plush with blue plastic eyes and black plastic nose, a smaller 
pale blue bear with white muzzle and inner ears, a large pink bear, a Koala with light brown and white plush, a 
small light brown bear and a panda head hanger (missing black of inner eye) and others 
£30-50

221 Ten Wendy Boston teddy bears, including two pandas, four small white bears, all with labels, an Alpha Farnell 
with remains of side seam label, a Pedigree with label to back of head and six others of a similar style the largest 
being a golden orange, with orange and black plastic eyes and a black plastic nose-- 27 1/2in. (70cm.) high 
£30-50

222 Nine Shanghai Dolls Factory teddy bears, including a raspberry/brown bear with orange and black plastic eyes, 
black felt nose, red fabric tongue swivel head and jointed limbs with original tag-- 11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; an 
unjointed panda with side seam label, a Koala with leather backed claws and side seam label and two other 
bears of a similar style 
£30-50

223 Dodgson - an early British Teddy Bear 1915-20, with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes with brown 
painted backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
elongated limbs with cloth pads, hump, cork stuffing and inoperative squeaker-- 19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) high 
(thinning to head, general wear and thinning, one leg needs reattaching properly, tiny holes in muzzle and slight 
damage to pads) 
£60-80

224 Three 1920-30's British teddy bears, including Dusty Miller, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs-- 15in. (38cm.) high; and two others (wear 
and thinning to all, one with eyes missing and pads in need of attention) 
£60-80

225 Five teddy bears for restoration, in varying needs of restoration-- 24in.(61cm.) high largest 
£50-80

226 Six German Zotti type teddy bears, including a blonde mohair with clear and black glass eyes, with red painted 
backs on brown felt, black stitched nose with red felt open mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, red felt pads and 
inoperative squeaker-- 12in. (30cm.) high; a brown synthetic plush with cream chest and four others 
£30-50

227 Two post-war Teddy Bears, Chester Brown - a 1940s French bear with dark brown plush, orange and black 
glass eyes, pink stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and plush pads; and Bonsai bear with 
brown tipped plush, orange and black glass eyes and red fabric pads with a purse containing details of Bonsai’s 
history-- 22in. (56cm.) high - Bonsai bear was owned by a little boy called Paul circa 1950's (Chester bear with 
some thinning, general wear) 
£30-50
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228 Four Teddy Bears to repair, including a 1930s British, two 1930s German and another-- 17 1/2in. (44cm.) high 
(all in need of attention, worn, balding) 
£20-40

229 Three 1920-30's German slotted in ear teddy bears, including a golden short mohair, with orange and black 
glass stick eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, limbs stitched in place and inoperative squeaker-- 
13in. (33cm.) high; and two others (thinning and wear, one missing eyes, another missing an ear) 
£50-80

230 Twenty six vintage Chad Valley teddy bears, including an unjointed yellow and purple mohair, with blue and 
black plastic eyes, rubber cheeks and mouth, green inner ears, with original tag-- 15in. (38cm.) high; two Chic -a 
Boo style Panda's, a large bear, an unjointed brown and white plush with red ribbon and original hexagonal tag 
and twenty one others (slight wear) 
£40-60

231 Five post-war British teddy bears, including a Pedigree and a Chiltern-- 17in. (43cm.) high; (all in a worn 
condition) 
£40-60

232 Eight English teddy bears for restoration, including a 1930's teddy bear and post-war examples-- 23in.(58.5cm.) 
high largest 
£40-60

233 Two Merrythought teddy bears, including a 1930's blonde mohair, with clear and black glass eyes, remains of 
painted backs, black stitched nose mouth and remains of claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperative 
squeaker and label to foot pad (pads recovered)-- 16in. (41cm.) high; and another (thinning and wear) 
£50-80

234 Three post-war Herimo teddy bear cubs, including a cream wool plush teddy bear, with clear and black glass 
eyes with remains brown painted backs, black vertically stitched nose, open mouth with felt inner, felt pads with 
painted details and label to crotch-- 8in. (20cm.) high; and two others 
£30-50

235 Six British teddy bears to restore, Including two Invicta, two Chad Valley and others-- 16 1/2in. (42cm.) high (all 
with wear, thinning and in need of repair) 
£20-40

236 Three post-war Steiff Snobby Poodles, with grey mohair, orange and black glass eyes, two standing, one 
reclining; all with buttons, two with yellow tags and one with chest tag-- 13 1/2in. (34cm.) high (slight wear) 
£40-60

237 Four post-war Irish teddy bears, the largest with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes (one stitched in 
place), black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker with remains of label 
to foot pad-- 16in. (40.5cm.) high; and three others all with labels/remains of labels to foot pads (slight wear, 
some thinning to blonde bear) 
£40-60

238 Six post-war British teddy bears, including a possible Pedigree with golden mohair, orange and black plastic 
eyes, chimes in ears, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs, remains of label to back 
seam-- 15in. (38cm.) high; an unjointed Chad Valley with label to leg and four others (wear, thinning, one 
missing an eye) 
£50-80

239 Teddy Ashley - a 1960's Pedigree Teddy Bear, golden mohair, with orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, ears with chimes, swivel head, jointed limb, side seam label-- 23in. (58.5cm) high - This bear 
was the childhood friend of the children of Laura Ashley (interior and fashion designer), purchased from 
Rhydoldog House Sale in 2010; and a Gabrielle Designs Hamish Bear with card tag 
£30-50

240 A 1930's Chiltern type teddy bear, with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed with cloth pads and inoperative voice mechanism-- 20in. (51cm.) high (thinning, 
arms would benefit from additional stuffing) 
£40-60
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241 Three British post-war coloured teddy bears, comprising of a pink cotton plush, with orange and black glass 
eyes, (one chipped), black stitched nose, mouth and claws swivel, head and jointed limbs-- 13 1/2in. (34.5cm) 
high; a blue cotton plush and an unjointed blue and white panda (thinning) 
£50-80

242 A 1920's Chad Valley teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eye (chipped, other missing), 
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs (right leg stiff)-- 11in. (28cm.) high; and a small 
German teddy bear with golden mohair (thinning and wear) 
£40-60

243 Two 1930 - 40's Chiltern type teddy bears, both with blonde mohair, black stitched eyes, nose, mouth and claws, 
swivel heads and jointed limbs-- 21in. (53cm.) high (balding and wear, one with hand pad covered) 
£40-60

244 Six post-war British teddy bears, including a blonde mohair example with orange and black glass yes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and painted cloth pads, inoperative growler-- 16in. (40.5cm.) 
high; and five golden mohair examples all with orange and black plastic eyes (two missing noses, some wear) 
£50-80

245 Three large 1960's British teddy bears, including a Merrythought with off white synthetic plush, orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose, swivel head and jointed limbs, with label to foot pad-- 32in. (82.5cm.) high; a 
Dean's Childplay unjointed bear and another 
£40-60

246 A large post-war Irish teddy bear, probably Tara Toys, blonde mohair, orange and black plastic eyes on brown 
leather, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs with painted pads and a large unjointed 
1960s Teddy bear-- 34in. (86.5cm.) high (dusty) 
£20-40

247 Two Invicta teddy bears, including a light brown wool plush, with chipped orange and black plastic eye, brown 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and remains of painted pads-- 15 1/2in.(39.5cm.) high; and 
another (both missing one eye, dusty ) 
£20-40

248 A 1930's Merrythought teddy bear, with blonde mohair, one orange and black glass eye, (other missing), 
remains of black stitched nose and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperable squeaker, remains of button 
to ear and label to foot pad-- 20in. 951cm.) high; and a 1950's Merrythought teddy bear, with remains of button to 
ear and label to foot (wear and thinning, pads recovered, 1950's bear bald) 
£50-80

249 Two 1920-30's British teddy bears, both with blonde mohair, pronounced muzzles, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel heads and jointed limbs one with replacement brown and plastic eyes and inoperative voice 
mechanism-- 17in. (43.cm) high; (balding wear, hand pads in need of attention to one also missing ear) 
£40-60

250 A late 19th century dolls' house or sample cast-iron fireplace, with separate fender and two fire irons-- 4 1/4in. 
(11cm.) high; a porcelain bathroom suite, bamboo furniture; Dol-Toi kitchen and other items (some damage to 
later pieces) 
£40-60

251 A Swiss carved wooden girl doll, with blue painted eyes, carved centre-parted hair held in a bun, swivel head, 
jointed limbs and Swiss traditional dress —11 1/2in. (29cm.) high 
£30-50

252 An artist wax boy doll by Gillie Charlson 1977, poured shoulder head with sad expression, inset brown glass 
eyes, brown hair wig, signed on shoulders Gillie 1977, stuffed body with wax limbs and brown velvet suit —26in. 
(66cm.) high 
£60-80

253 An early 20th century steel and wire doll's cot, with blue furnishings-- 15 1/4in. (39cm.) long; an Essex child's 
sewing machine, in original box, a pair of leather child's gloves (moth activity to lining), Chinese red painted toy 
piano; carved wooden African puppet; wicker furniture and other items 
£30-50
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254 A 1930s child’s grey velvet mouse fancy dressing costume, an all-in-one outfit with white cotton mop cap, made 
for Diane Delvigne, grandchild of the Waite sisters, born 1923. Believed to be made by her great aunts 
£30-50

255 Carl Anderson’s Henry, a Dean’s Rag Book Co Henry —9 1/4in. (23.5cm.) high (damaged feet, crazed head and 
discoloured); a quantity J Wix & Sonn cigarette cards, some stuck into an album; a Japanese bisque doll with 
jointed arms (broken leg); two Perfekta plastic dolls; a Collins & Son book and other items 
£30-50

256 Annette Mills for BBC Children’s programs Prudence Kitten, a signed photograph of Annette Mills and Prudence 
Kitten; Chad Valley - Prudence Bagatelle, Dressing Prudence, Picture Cubes and two Snap, in original boxes, 
two hand puppets; three records, two in sleeves; a child’s tea pot and three Mini-Books; and a French Pussy Cat 
Willum hand puppet 
£40-60

257 Two rare special order large size Oklahoma Native American Indian dolls, a Ponca Medicine Man with brown 
cotton painted face, blonde synthetic wool hair, rigid cotton stuffed body, red top, brown buckskin trousers, 
buckskin medicine bag and some beadwork decoration-- 24in. (61cm.) high; and a similar elder woman, 
probably Sauk and Fox, wearing red, white and blue printed dress 
£50-80

258 Two cloth Native American Indian dolls, the brave with painted features with bead jewellery —27in. (69cm.) high; 
and a Cheyenne squaw with baby in papoose 
£30-50

259 Two Tipi Shop Cheryl Wright Sioux cloth dolls, with black wool hair, noses and bead features and buckskin 
clothes with bead decoration, one with label —18 1/2in. (47cm.) high; and two smaller similar dolls 
£30-50

260 Two rare special order large size Native American Indian braves, one Chickasha Oklahoma with painted 
features, buckskin clothes and bead decoration —25in. (64cm.) high; the other Papago with buckskin head, 
yellow shirt, red bow ad black trousers; and a third naked cloth doll with painted face 
£40-60

261 Four cloth Native American Indian squaw dolls, one Navajo with embroidered features —25in. (64cm.) high; and 
three with painted features, one an older woman 
£20-30

262 Two late 19th century Continental porcelain child inkwells, a bisque girl seated in an armchair reading a book, 
lifting around the middle to reveal two inkwells —5in. (12.5cm.) high (missing one well and chip to skirt); and a 
boy seated with a drum (slight damage) 
£40-60

263 Two late 19th century Continental porcelain child trinket boxes, one a girl and baby sat in a wicker perambulator 
holding a doll —6 1/2in. (16.5cm.) long (restoration); and a baby sat in a laundry basket with a Polichinelle 
(missing handles) 
£40-60

264 A large quantity of small baby dolls, mainly plastic or vinyl, some dolls’ house size 
£40-60

265 A large quantity of small dolls and novelties, hard plastic unjointed babies; fifteen Baby William beanie type dolls, 
in matchboxes; rubber children and others 
£40-60

266 A large quantity of small dolls, including celluloid, vinyl and hard plastic, a few collectors dolls and other items 
£40-60

267 A Jullien bebe size 11, with brown sleeping eyes, pierced ears, jointed papier-mache body and purple dress —27 
1/2in. (70cm.) high (badly broken and glued head, mainly to forehead, no wig and repainted hands) 
£40-60
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268 A Limoges child doll, with fixed blue glass eyes, pierced ears, moulded top row of glazed teeth, blonde hair wig, 
composition body and black and white dress — 20 3/4in. (53cm.) high (body probably not correct for head, 
missing three fingers) 
£40-60

269 An Alt Beck & Gottschalck for George Borgfeldt My Girlie III bisque headed doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde 
mohair wig, jointed composition body, plaid dress and underclothes —26 1/2in. (67.5cm.) high (some damage to 
body) 
£60-80

270 Two rare special order large size Oklahoma Cheyenne brave and squaw dolls, with brown cotton heads, painted 
features, black wool hair, stuffed cotton bodies, buckskin clothes with tassels and beadwork, the brave with war 
paint on face and red horizontal bead necklace and the squaw with bead, quill and metal cone tassels in hair-- 
24½in. (62cm.) high 
£50-80

271 Two rare special order large size Native American Indian dolls, probably a Sioux squaw and brave with brown 
kid heads, bead eyes, nose and mouths, him with black wool hair and her with dark hair wig, rigid cloth bodies in 
buckskin clothes, her with blue, orange, white and silver beadwork-- 23¾in. (60cm.) high - Provenance - Jackie 
Wyartt's grandmother liked large dolls, so she sent her son in the 1950s-1960s to the Indian reservations in the 
US, wanting big sized dolls, the dolls which the women made from offcuts of buckskin cloth making; the women 
said they would only do them in a large size if he supplied the buckskin, so he went off and bought what was 
required, they then proceeded to make around 20 of these dolls 
£50-80

272 Two rare special order large size Native American Indian dolls 1961, the South Dakota squaw with bead 
features, black wool hair and buckskin clothes —22 1/2in. (57cm.) high; and the brave with Tipi Shop label 
£50-80

273 A large Bebe Jumeau body, with oval label on lower back and SFBJ papier-mache body with blue glass eyes 
—30 3/4in. (78cm.) high (some wear) 
£40-60

274 Four cloth Native Americans Indian squaw dolls, the largest with painted features and bead jewellery —27in. 
(69cm.) high; two smaller similar and the smallest with stitched features 
£20-30

275 Four cloth Native American Indian squaw dolls, one Navajo with embroidered features —24in. (61cm.) high; two 
others with embroidered face and one with painted face (last with storage damage) 
£20-30

276 Four cloth Native American Indian squaw dolls, one with painted cloth face, black wool hair and plaited wool 
limbs —17in. (43cm.) high; a faceless doll with hair wig (legs on the wrong way); another of buckskin with bead 
features; and another in orange and brown clothes 
£30-50

277 Various dolls, two damaged bisque headed dolls; a reproduction bisque headed doll; a composition black doll 
(damaged foot); a composition doll and an English bisque (broken at neck) 
£40-60

278 Various dolls, an Ernst Heubach 342 baby on toddler body —19 1/2in. (50cm.) high (wig pulls); a Raggedy Anne; 
a composition Kewpie (damaged) and three ethnic dolls 
£40-60

279 Four cloth Native American Indian dolls, one a European with a look of Annie Oakley with painted features and 
blonde wool hair —27in. (69cm.) high (slight storage damage); and three squaws, one a Secatero Navajo 
£20-30

280 Two rare special order large size Native American Indian dolls, a Cheyenne brave with buckskin head, white 
leather clothes with beadwork decoration —25 3/4in. (65.5cm.) high; and a cloth Naugo squaw in red, black and 
white patterned dress 
£50-80
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281 A Max Handwerck 286 Baby Elite, with lashed blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed composition body, 
mauve dress and hat and underclothes —18in. (45.5cm.) high; a small wax over composition doll (worn); a small 
AM 341 on composition body and a Heubach 415 baby 
£60-80

282 A child’s transfer printed tea set, featuring fairy tales including The Three Bears, in original box base; a pink 
mohair nightdress case with rabbit head; Bussey’s Table Croquet, Court Series Cribbage Patience, Escalado 
and Lott’s blocks, in original boxes 
£40-60

283 A 19th century German china shoulder head doll, with black painted and moulded hair, blue painted eyes, 
stuffed body, china limbs and net dress —30 1/2in. (77.5cm.) high (chipped fingers one hand) 
£40-60

284 A 1st issue Pedigree Sindy doll circa 1964, with soft vinyl head, centre-parted blonde hair with fringe, 
Weekender outfit, in original box; Sindy’s Own Wardrobe, in original box; and additional outfits including Lunch 
Date, Shopping-in-the-Rain, Sloppy Joe, Summery Days and Duffle Coat (slight play wear, doll box damaged) 
£80-100

285 A BND Dollie Walker, with vinyl head, hard plastic body, in original box —20in. (51cm.) high; and a Pedigree hard 
plastic Little Princess doll in original dress 
£30-50

286 A Vulcan child’s sewing machine, In pink wooden case —11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; and a Codeg toy cash register 
£20-30

287 A painted wooden toy shop, repainted cream with eight drawers with porcelain labels —22 1/2in. (57cm.) high; a 
tinplate scale, plastic scale, cash register and phone and a quantity of vintage produce 
£50-80

288 Forty-eight Carreras Ltd Alice in Wonderland cigarette cards, and forty-five smaller examples; and fifty De 
Reszke cigarette Things to Make cards 
£20-30

289 Four Czech AMP string puppets, with composition heads, some wooden limbs and hand controls, two with labels 
—21 1/2in. (55cm.) high 
£30-50

290 Metal Toys, a Mettoy Mettype typewriter —11in. (28cm.) wide (dent); three Chad Valley tops; a globe; and a 
Vulcan sewing machine (some wear) 
£30-50

291 Vintage dolls, a Rheinische Gummi celluloid boy with moulded hair —15in. (38cm.) high; two Italian hard plastic 
dolls including a FATA Chinese girl with label; a Polyflex plastic girl; a Camay girl and others, all in original 
clothes 
£60-80

292 Vintage dolls, a MMM Maar Sohn plastic doll in blue net dress —19in. (48.5cm.) high; a Camay doll in cream wool 
coat and hat; two Italian hard plastic dolls; four Korean cloth covered plastic dolls and others 
£60-80

293 Seven vintage dolls, a large plastic dolls, probably Italian in children’s clothes —35in. (89cm.) high; two other 
hard plastic dolls and four vinyl dolls, mainly in original clothes 
£50-80

294 Seven vintage dolls, a large vinyl Italian doll —33 1/2in. (85cm.) high (repainted lips); four hard plastic dolls and 
two vinyl, mainly in original clothes 
£50-80

295 Various vintage dolls, five Italian hard plastic dolls, mainly in original clothes —14in. (36cm.) high (one unstrung); 
modern bisque; a Recknagel bisque headed doll (broken head); National costume dolls and others 
£40-60
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296 Various vintage baby dolls, a cast-metal jointed baby —12in. (30.5cm.) high (damage to body and paint loss); four 
composition dolls; three hard plastic and others 
£30-40

297 Three post-war dolls’ houses, a Tri-Ang blue painted Queen Anne —25in. (63.5cm.) wide (missing roof); a Tri-
Ang tin fronted No.45 (missing roof); and another wooden with red painted roof (all with few parts missing and 
wear) 
£40-60

298 Three post-war dolls’ houses, a British Mock Tudor house with tinplate windows and doors, red painted roof —27 
1/2in. (70cm.) wide; a home-made wooden house; and another with yellow plastic windows (some damage) 
£50-80

299 Three 1960s dolls’ houses, with printed paper tiled roofs, one with garage —24 3/4in. (63cm.) high; two with 
plastic and one with tinplate windows, with additions, some furniture (some damage) 
£40-60

300 A very large late 19th century painted wooden dolls’ house, painted brick red with stone coloured detail, three 
storeys with balconies to 1st and 2nd floor windows, central section with front door, porch with balcony and three 
windows above, front opening in two parts, the middle lifts off, revealing six rooms, staircase and unconnected 
landing; later stand —59in. (150cm.) high x 46 1/4in. (117.5cm.) wide x 23 1/2in. (60cm.) deep (without stand) 
(repainted, originally a stone colour and some parts missing) - purchased from Woolley & Wallis July 1991 with 
lot tag 
£150-200

301 A large wooden Tri-ang Stores, painted pink with eleven named drawers —29in. (74cm.) high (recent woodworm, 
needs treating); some produce; and a tinplate toy perambulator 
£50-80

302 A Jolitoys wooden pull-a-long cart, painted blue with impressed metal label ‘Strength in the Toy is Joy for the 
Boy’ and cast-metal wheels —30in. (76cm.) long (wood worm and damage, needs treating); and smaller two-
wheel cart 
£40-60

303 A recent toy stable, with four vintage animals on wheels and various accessories —23in. (58.5cm.) wide; and a 
reproduction cast-iron range 
£30-50

304 A Tri-ang No 2 wooden theatre, painted silver and black with Art Deco proscenium arch, electric footlights and 
spotlights with rotating veri-coloured discs, curtain and orchestra pit curtain —20in. (51cm.) wide; Theatre sets - 
Sinbad the Sailor and Jack and the Beanstalk, in original brown envelopes 
£40-60

305 Three British teddy bears with integral clothes, all with unjointed bodies, including a golden mohair, with orange 
and black glass eye (one missing) pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth-- 16in.(40.5cm.) high; a 
golden mohair with inoperative squeaker and another (wear, nibbles to gingham trousers, floral trouser ripped at 
crotch) 
£30-50

306 Five House of Nisbet teddy bears, including a signature edition Merry the Wizard Bear Guardian of the Forest, 
1145 of 5000, with card tags —14in. (36cm.) high; a Bully Bear in brocade waistcoat and bow tie, with card tag 
and three others 
£30-50

307 A Kuschelwuschel Classic millennium teddy bear, 84 of 350, carrying a red handkerchief to say farewell to the 
end of the millennium, Bielefeld (the town he was made) and 1999 embroidered to foot pads, in original wooden 
crate with certificate; and three TY black teddy bears lying down, a Large Paws, Paws and Baby Paws, all with 
card tags-- 28in.(71cm.) long 
£30-50
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308 A selection of teddy bears, including a limited edition 1991 Dakin, with certificate, Bear-"S"-Ence Timothy 23 of 
300 with card tag, Wellwood Teddy Bear, wearing traditional Scottish dress and three others-- 17in. (43.5cm) 
high 
£30-50

309 Five House of Nisbet Celebrity Collection teddy bears, including Maybe (Yes/No) Bear signed by Carol-Lynn 
Rossel Waugh's with apricot mohair; The Gyles Brandreth limited edition Gyles Bear, 1141 of 5000 with card 
certificate signed by Gyles Brandreth; Ted Menten bear, an author who specializes in illustrating children's books 
and was the founder of Teddy Bear Review magazine, signed to leg; Drum Major Bear 360 of 5000 with card 
certificate and signed by Dee Hockenbury and another -- 15 1/2in (40cm.) high 
£30-50

310 A Colour Box resin The Curios Shop, from 1988 designed by Peter Fagan, with original sticker to base, interior 
modelled with teddy bears, doll, walking sticks, a cat and other objects-- 7 1/4in. (18.5cm.) high (bird missing 
from top of shop); and selection of Colour Box resin teddy bears, including a bear seated on a suitcase with 
bucket and spade, a teddy bears tea party, three teddy bears on a boat -Sail away and others 
£30-50

311 A Steiff limited edition Hello 2000 Good-Bye 1999 set, 3646 for the year, two bears in original book box with 
certificate attached to inside of box (fabric lining with some small holes) 
£40-60

312 A Merrythought Bruno The Official RSPCA Collectors teddy bear, 57 of 9500, puppy dog on leather lead, 
RSPCA embroidered to foot pad with tag certificate-- 14in. (36cm.) high (missing presentation box) 
£20-40

313 Four small manufactured teddy bears, comprising of a Dean's Rag Book Company Eric 282 of 2000 with card 
tag, a limited edition Merrythought 398 of 500 with green ribbon, a Past Times, Henry 755 of 2000, a Teddy 
Hermann original and a Koala-- 9in. (23cm.) high (tag ripped to Deans' bear) 
£30-50

314 Two Past Times limited edition teddy bears, Titania 209 of 1000, dressed as a fairy with pink wings and wand 
from the year 2001 and Isaac 1331 of 1500 from 1998, both with certificates-- 13in. (33cm.) high (Titania's skirt 
and wand with a few small brown stains) 
£30-50

315 Three limited edition Deans Rag Book Co Ltd teddy bears comprising of Master Bruno 38 of 1500, with 
certificate and label to back seam, 361 of 2500 in dressing gown with, 'Please do not disturb" sign, 165 of 2500 
in tartan waistcoat and bow tie and an English Teddy Bear Company Dr Watson with card tag-- 16in. (41cm.) 
high 
£30-50

316 Four Muffy Vander Bear teddy bears, including a Deck the Halls with Bows and Dollies, Squir'l Friend; a Hotel 
Scaher, Sacher Teddy in wine box-- 9in. (23cm.) high (dusty) and another 
£30-50

317 Two limited edition Hermann teddy bears, comprising of a Kate and the Royal Baby 72 of 300 and a Queen 
Mum, in honour of her 100th Birthday 86 of 500 with card tag 14in. (36cm.) high 
£30-50

318 Four Hermann teddy bears, including a Lisel, 101 of 200 with card tag, Club Bear 2015, no.88 with card tag-- 7 
1/2in. (19cm.) high and two others 
£30-50

319 Two blue Clemens Spieltiere teddy bears, the larger dressed in orange silk top and trousers-- 13in. (33cm.) high 
£20-40

320 a Cotswold Bear Company Sugar teddy bear, 1 of 1 with card tag-- 9 1/2in. (24cm.) high; a Frankie Edwards 
Collectors bear, three small bears dressed as sailors and another 
£30-50

321 Two A Bear with a Heart teddy bears, including a 1989 Bearuska, in red and a 1992 Bearushka in green and 
blue designed by Diane Gard, both with card tags-- 21in. (54cm.) high 
£40-60
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322 A selection of manufactured teddy bears and soft toys, including a Doramouse and company seated fox-- 21in. 
(53cm.)long; The Ganz Cottage Woofer, with card tag, two The Bearington Collections bears with tags, eight TY 
soft toys and twelve others 
£30-50

323 Two artist teddy bears, comprising of a Langdale Bears, Millie designed by Angela Ellis, with card tag-- 15in. 
(38cm.) high; a Honeymead Bear Benita by Ann Cowley in a seated position with card tag 
£40-60

324 A Katrin Muller limited edition Antonia teddy bear for Hermann, 91 of 1000 with card tag-- 9 1/2in. (24cm.) high; a 
Sigikid limited edition Amade 290 of 500, with card tag and a mouse dressed in flying costume 
£30-50

325 A Hermann soft toy Pug, in a seated position, a Hermann Panda bear-- 17in. (43cm.) high; and a Squirrel, all 
with card tags (panda with small hole to left hand pad) 
£30-50

326 Two Dormouse Designs teddy bears, designed by Sue Quinn, including a Bramble's School Days, No.2 407 of 
500, with tag certificate and a Grisly Mohair Collection Hennef 96 no 19-- 12in. (30cm.) high 
£30-50

327 Four artist teddy bears, including a RAE Bear with tag label, a larger pink with black tipped plush in an aged 
cream cotton dress-- 20in. (51cm.) high and two others 
£30-50

328 A very large limited edition Hermann teddy bear dressed in a red and white check shirt with brown suede 
lederhosen 2 /50 embroidered to hand pad-- 37in. (94cm.) high (some signs of moth attack to feet, dusty) 
£50-80

329 Six Womble soft toys, including a Pedigree Great Uncle Bulgaria, a Pedigree Orinoco, Cairngorm MacWomble 
the Terrible-- 13in. (33cm.) high; and three others 
£30-50

330 A large apricot Gwentoys teddy bear, unjointed with orange and black plastic eyes, side seam label and tag-- 
22in. (56cm.) high; a small yellow unjointed Pedigree dog, two Dolly Varden bears, a panda, a teddy head muff, 
a lamb back pack and five others 
£30-50

331 A Hermann limited edition Annual Christmas teddy bear 1999, Sixth in the Christmas annual series, with card 
tag-- 18in. (46cm.) high (glasses loose joint on nose connection) 
£30-50

332 A Hermann limited edition The Brain teddy bear, 118 of 500, with card tag-- 17in. (43.5cm.) high 
£30-50

333 A limited edition Hermann White Wizard teddy bear, 1 of 250 for the Australian market, with card tag-- 16in. 
(40.5cm.) high not including hat 
£30-50

334 Three artist teddy bears, including a pale blue, with darker blue tipped plush, multi coloured fabric pads, and 
peach lace dress-- 19in.(48cm.) high; a cinnamon coloured bear and another 
£30-50

335 Three artist teddy bears, comprising of two with pink curly mohair, and a grey and purple bear, all with swivel 
heads and jointed limbs -- 18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (slight fading to arm of largest bear) 
£30-50

336 A Hermann limited edition Angela Merkell teddy bear, purchased directly from Mr Wolf at his shop at Geingen 
Germany-- 16in. (40.5cm.) high 
£30-50

337 A limited edition Hermann Concorde Memorial teddy bear, 209 of 250 for the Australian edition, with wooden 
Concorde model and card tag-- 16in. (40.5cm.) high (dusty) 
£30-50
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338 A limited edition Hermann Johann Sebastian Bach teddy bear, 74 of 500 limited to Europe, with card tag-- 18in.
(46cm.) high 
£30-50

339 Two limited edition Hermann teddy bears, including a special Irish Edition to 'Say goodbye to the Irish Punt', 6 of 
500, with 1 punt coin sewn into the ear-- 16 1/4in. (41cm.) high 
£30-50

340 Two limited edition Hermann teddy bears, comprising of Wagner the music bear 67 of 400, with certificate and 
Rosalie 10 of 300-- 14in.(35.5cm.) high; both with card tags 
£30-50

341 A Burlington Bearties Valentine cat, 1 of 1 with card tag, dressed as a jester-- 17in.(43cm.) high (seam has 
slightly come loose to cuff of left trouser leg) 
£30-50

342 Two Steiff yellow tag Moritz teddy bears, -- 11 3/4in. (30cm.) high (small hole to one ear tag) 
£30-50

343 A Steiff limited edition Rotary International Centennial Celebration 1905-2005 teddy bear, 892 for the edition 
2004/05, with medallion (no certificate or box) 
£30-50

344 A Steiff yellow tag, Kaiser Wilhelm teddy bear, -- 10 1/2in.(27cm.) high (no Box) 
£20-40

345 A Steiff limited edition Peter teddy bear, 382 of 1500 for the year 2014 (no certificate) 
£30-50

346 A Steiff UR Grand Teddy Replica 1926, with unprinted reverse of ear tag, purchased from the Steiff factory shop 
in Giengen (no box) 
£30-50

347 A Steiff Musical Phantom of the Opera teddy bear, with blank button and no ear tag, purchased from the Steiff 
factory shop in Giengen 
£30-50

348 A Steiff limited edition Salvador teddy bear, 262 of 1500, in tribute to Salvador Dali, with certificate (no box) 
£30-50

349 A limited edition Steiff Cat Lady, 533 of 1111, in white Alpaca fur with certificate 
£40-60

350 A My Excel 23x New Home sewing machine by Janome, untested, with case, eleven large cotton reels in various 
colours, a large selection of smaller cotton reels, a large selection of mohair pieces, old lace, linen and cotton 
materials suitable to teddy bear or doll making (four boxes) 
£30-50

351 Eight chairs for teddy bears or dolls, of various sizes, including a cast iron and wood rocking chair-- 9in. (23cm.) 
high, a musical spinning chair and two cast iron teddy bear hooks 
£30-50

352 A large selection of teddy bear eyes and noses, of various sizes, including, 9mm black eyes, 9mm brown, 12mm 
blue and googly eyes 
£30-50

353 Two Kosen soft toys, modelled as the Frog Prince, and a Princely Lion, both with side seam labels-- 15 1/2in. 
(39.5cm. ) high 
£40-60

354 Two Kosen Lion soft toys, dressed as a King and Queen-- 15in. (38cm.) high 
£40-60

355 A Charlie Bears limited edition Princess FiFi & Rebitt, 19 of 200, from the Isabelle Collections, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, 2017 with tag certificate-- 12in. (30.5cm.) high) 
£40-60
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356 A Charlie Bears limited edition TC teddy bear, 695 of 3000, the second character in the Hatty Bears Series, 
designed by Alison Mills, with tag certificate-- 13in. (33cm.) high (missing hat) 
£30-50

357 A Charlie Bears Romper teddy bear, from the Charlie Bears Plush Collections, with card tag-- 14in. (35.5cm.) 
high 
£30-50

358 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, comprising of Agatha and Joy both from the Charlie Bears Plush Collections, 
with card tags-- 11in. (28cm.) high 
£30-50

359 A Charlie Bears Tatum Panda bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and brown plush, with card tag-- 15in. 
(38cm.) high 
£30-50

360 A Steiff limited edition Save the Children teddy bear, with golden mohair, wearing red and white polka dot top 
with yellow trousers, a Merrythought Gold Micro Attic, 127 of 1500, in original box-- 7in. (18cm.) high; a small 
Schuco bear and a British Bear Club pin badge ( box with split to side ) 
£40-60

361 Five Merrythought teddy bears/ soft toy comprising of a goat, with dark brown and white plush, brown and black 
plastic eyes, painted nose and mouth, long beard, unjointed, in a standing position-- 14in. (36cm.) long; a bear 
dressed as a soldier (missing headdress and insignia items, seam loose to centre), an unjointed with red fabric 
body and two others, one with card tag (slight wear, pen mark to goats label) 
£40-60

362 Four Merrythought teddy bears, including a bear as a bag, a The Early Years replica collection Toby, 210 of 500 
in original box with card tag-- 9in.(23sm.) high; and two others 
£30-50

363 A collection of Polar bears, seventeen manufactured polar bear soft toys, including three Coca- Cola bears, two 
World Wide Fund for Nature bears, unjointed in a standing position, both with tags-- 15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) long; a 
mechanical walking bear (untested), a Baxter for Thornton's and ten others 
£30-50

364 A Steiff yellow tag Flying Scotsman Always teddy bear, in a drivers uniform, with badge-- 11in. (28cm.) high 
£20-40

365 Three Charlie Bears teddy bears, comprising of Darcy, from the Secret Collections, Sparrow, from the Charlie 
Bears Plush Collections and Rowena from the Secret Collections all designed by Isabelle Lee, with card tag-- 
11in. (28cm.) high 
£50-70

366 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, comprising of a limited edition Puddifoot 2180 of 3000, with tag certificate-- 13in. 
(33cm.) high; and Humble with card tag and Charlie Bears fabric bag 
£40-60

367 A Charlie Bears Timeless teddy bear, from the 2016 plush collection, designed by Heather Lyell, with card tag-- 
14in. (35cm.) high 
£40-60

368 A Charlie Bears Corbin teddy bear, from the 2010 Charlie Bears Plush Collections designed by Isabelle Lee, 
with card tag-- 20in. (51cm.) high 
£30-50

369 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, comprising of Theodore teddy bear, with beige plush designed by Isabelle Lee 
and Charlie and Claus with maroon plush, designed b Isabelle Lee; both with card tags and fabric bags-- 12in. 
(30cm.) high 
£30-50

370 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, comprising of Tinsel from the 2010 Secret Collections-- 14in. (35cm.) high; and 
Niamh from the 2009 Charlie Bears Plush Collections, both with card tags 
£30-50
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371 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, both from the 2013 Charlie Bears Plush Collections, comprising of Horatio and 
Bill the Panda, both with card tags-- 15in. (38cm.) high 
£30-50

372 A Charlie Bears Charlie 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, Plumo teddy bear, with beige plush and mohair (mohair to 
muzzle and ears), tag certificate and fabric bag-- 18in. (46)cm. 
£30-50

373 Twelve sporting teddy bears, including Bjorn, a The Wimbledon Championships, purple and green synthetic 
unjointed bear, with embroidered logo-- 17 1/2in. (45cm.) high; a PG tips Olympic Champion chimpanzee, a Six 
Nations Ruby bear, a Liverpool bear, an Edmonton Commonwealth Games bear and others 
£30-50

374 A very large selection of manufactured teddy bears and soft toys, including a Dakin Pooky unjointed bear, a 
Golden Bear, Twiken, a Panda in a seated position eating bamboo-- 9 1/2in. (24cm.) high; The Stuffed Animal 
House black bear, a Dakin, yellow reclining small dog, two Channel Island Toys bears, an Andrew Brownsword 
Forever Friends bear and others 
£30-50

375 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, comprising of Rodley panda bear, green and cream plush, 2010-2013 and 
Mandy with pink and white long pile plush 2011-2014, both designed by Isabelle Lee , with card tags-- 12in. 
(30cm.) high 
£40-60

376 A Charlie Bears Cranberry teddy bear, QVC Exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red plush, with card tag-- 
12in. (30cm.0 high 
£30-50

377 A Charlie Bears Firework teddy bear, with violet plush with magenta tip plush, designed by Heather Lyell, with 
card tag-- 17in. (43cm.) high 
£30-50

378 A Charlie Bears Candy panda bear, with beige plush with a purple tip and grey plush with a black tip, designed 
by Isabelle Lee and Charlie for the Charlie Bears Plush Collections 2010, with card tag-- 15in. (38cm.) high 
£40-60

379 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, comprising of Raffles, a QVC exclusive, with blue and dark blue plush and card 
tag; and Ivy, a QVC exclusive, with card tag, both designed by Isabelle Lee -- 12in.(30.cm.) high 
£30-50

380 Thirteen manufactured Panda Bears, including a Cadbury's Wildlife Bar back pack, two Creature Comforts 
Angus The Panda, the larger with card tag-- 19in. (48cm.) high, Holt, a seated panda with orange and black 
plastic eyes, a Makita money box and others 
£30-50

381 A Charlie Bears Taomi teddy bear, from the Charlie Bears Plush Collections 2010, red with orange tip plush, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, with card tag-- 19in. (48cm.) high 
£30-50

382 Two American dressed artist teddy bears, an Ena's Collectibles Clown Bear-- 15 3/4in. (39.5cm.) high; and E. 
Willoughby Bear Company by Anne E. Cranshaw Casco Bear, with seal, both with card tags 
£30-50

383 Five small artist teddy bears, including a Lilly Bears Sam 1 of 1 with card tag-- 4 3/4in. (12cm.) high; a GeM's 
bear and two plastic figures of bears 
£40-60

384 Two Jo Greeno artist teddy bears, comprising of Mollie 1 of 1-- 8in. (20cm.) high; and Ruby 2 of 5 both with card 
tags and badges, (tiny mark sleeve of dress) 
£80-120
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385 A very large selection of promotional and advertising teddy bears, including an AA Ted, dressed in a green 
uniform,-- 15in. (38cm.) high; a British Airways bear with flying jacket and hat, a Duracell pink bunny playing a 
drum, The House of Valentina collection Welsh bear, a small bear with Scottish flag embroidered to chest, a 
white unjointed bear with embroidered Shamrocks, a Starbucks Coffee, with tag and others of varying sizes 
£30-50

386 A Charlie Bears Kekezza Panda bear, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, purple with grey tip and animal print 
plush, with card tag-- 16in. (40.5cm.) high 
£30-50

387 A Charlie Bears limited edition Bear of the Year 2019 - Hug 11 teddy bear, with tag certificate and fabric bag-- 18
 1/2in. (47cm.) high 
£30-50

388 A Charlie Bears limited edition Ice Lolly teddy bear, 422 of 4000, orange, red, yellow and mint plush, with card 
tag-- 15in.(38cm.) high 
£30-50

389 A Charlie Bears limited edition Birthday Bear teddy bear 2018, to celebrate their 13th Birthday on 17 November 
2018, with a blonde alpaca muzzle, blonde and pink tip plush and tag certificate-- 15in. (38cm.) high 
£30-50

390 A large selection of childhood favourite teddy bears, including, a Golden Bear, The Snowman, a Baby Fozzie 
Bear, a Baloo, a Sooty hand puppet and two smaller bears, a vintage Basil Brush-- 15in.(38cm.) high, two Pingu 
Penguins, seventeen Care Bears, three Winnie the Pooh money boxes, a Bendy Mickey Mouse and others 
£30-50

391 Sixteen Collectors manufactured teddy bears, including a Giorgio Beverly Hills 2004-- 12in. (30.5cm.) high; two 
Golden Jubilee bears, Two Good Bears of the World, two Harrods Bears, one dressed as a doorman, a Freddie 
Frog, by Susan Collard with card tag and others 
£30-50

392 A Charlie Bears limited edition Blueberry Pancake teddy bear, From the Plumo Collection 2022, mohair muzzle 
and inner ears, with tag certificate and fabric bag-- 13 1/2in. (34cm.) high 
£40-60

393 A Charlie Bears limited edition Isabelle Collection Jitterbug teddy bear, 314 of 400, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
dark green mohair and alpaca, with tag certificate and fabric bag-- 14in. (35.5cm.) high 
£40-60

394 Charlie Bears limited edition Botticelli Isabelle Collection panda bear, 440 of 500, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
purple and white long pile curly mohair and tag certificate and fabric bag-- 16in. (41cm.) high 
£40-60

395 A Bear Bits Newton artist teddy bear, 1 of 1 designed by Jean Ashburner with card tag, a petrol blue mohair 
Dean's Rag Book Limited edition No.24-- 19 1/2in. (50cm.) high (seam loose to left hand pad) and a Joxy Dogs 
Bentley, Bedlington Terrier 
£30-50

396 Two Merrythought teddy bears, comprising of a Merrythought Millennium, with card tag and Alpha-Farnell label 
to foot pad-- 20 1/2in. (52cm.) high (possibly a seconds); and a limited edition Cheeky Spell Bound number 299 
with card tag 
£30-50

397 A large selection of promotional and advertising teddy bears, including three Duracell Bunnies, one in a boat-- 
14in.(35.5cm.) long; a milky bar kid, Dome 2000, a Blackpool Bear, a The Welsh Bear, two Laughing Cow, cows, 
a Royal Worcester Wooster Bear, a Persil Penguin, a Lurpak Douglas, a Royal Guards bear and others 
£30-50

398 A Steiff limited edition Holland Farmer Bear, 1312 of 1847 exclusively for the Netherlands, denim blue mohair 
teddy wearing red neckerchief with wooden clog tie -1999, with certificate and a Steiff Club Edition 2002 
£40-60
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399 A Steiff limited edition Alfonzo 1908 replica teddy bear, For Teddy Bears of Witney, 338 of 5000, with certificate 
and Chrisitie's South Kensington Postcard (no box) 
£70-100

400 A Steiff limited edition New Orleans Band, 454 of 1000, comprising of the five Jazz musicians, a Catfish, Pelican, 
shark, alligator and black bear on a New Orleans street scene-- 31in. (79cm.) wide by 19in.(48cm.) high (small 
chip to left corner of roof) 
£100-150

401 A Selection of vintage soft toy dogs, including a post-war Merrythought Collie sheepdog with label —14in. (36cm.) 
long; a 1930s British white puppy with black ears; a jointed Eastern European cotton plush dogs and others 
(some wear) 
£60-80

402 A Lines Bros bear on wheels 1950s, with golden mohair —18 1/2in. (47cm.) long; three post-war British jointed 
teddy bears; and two unjointed (wear) 
£60-80

403 Various post-war soft toys, two seated lions —12in. (30.5cm.) high; a lamb with rubber side glancing baby face; a 
Noddy hand puppet and others (some wear) 
£40-60

404 Various post-war teddy bears, a Nookie ventriloquist bear (no rosette); a piece of Paddington material; a 
Burbank Sooty in red dungarees —11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; and others (some wear) 
£40-60

405 Various post-war teddy bears and soft toys, four Shanghai Doll Factory teddy bears, two jointed; a white dog 
nightdress case —14in. (36cm.) long; a Chad Valley/Chiltern Honey bear (missing pot) and others (some wear) 
£40-60

406 Fur animals and Pollock Theatre, two nodding fur animals —7 1/2in. (19cm.) high (one missing eye); four other 
fur animals, probably Chinese; a Star Power Astro Sniks; and a wood and plastic paper covered Pollock Theatre 
(some damage) 
£30-40

407 A large quantity of post-war and recent teddy bears, mainly unjointed nylon; some animals (some wear); a few 
modern collector’s bears 
£20-30

408 A Tri-ang wooden dolls’ house, cream painted, tinplate windows, garage and electrically lit —28 1/2in. (72.5cm.) 
wide (some wear); and a small quantity of modern furniture 
£30-40

409 Four European felt dolls, hand-stitched faces, wool hair, rigid wired limbed bodies, original good quality clothes 
—18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (some slight moth damage and dusty) 
£30-50

410 Two carton headed Dutch child dolls, with stuffed bodies, original clothes and carton clogs —24in. (61cm.) high; 
another walking Dutch girl; and three Russian wool dolls 
£40-60

411 An Effenbee rubber headed John Wayne doll, jointed body in original clothes, circa 1981 —16 1/2in. (42cm.) high 

£20-30
412 Various dolls, two French cloth dolls with painted moulded faces, original clothes —15in. (38cm.) high; two other 

cloth dolls; a hard plastic and composition 
£40-60

413 Various dolls, Greek Evelt bisque Duke of Wellington and Napoleon Bonaparte on wooden bases —14in. 
(35.5cm.) high; various dolls in National costumes, one a recent bisque (a few with white damp mould growth, 
which brushes off) 
£40-60
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414 Three late 19th century German china shoulder head dolls, one with raised `Dorothy’ on chest, all with black 
painted and moulded hairs, stuffed bodies and dressed —25 1/2in. (65cm.) height of largest 
£60-80

415 Three late 19th century china shoulder head dolls, two with blonde painted and moulded hair, one with black, all 
with blue painted eyes, stuffed bodies, one with reproduction limbs, two dressed —24in. (61cm.) largest 
£50-80

416 Three china shoulder head dolls, two late 19th century with black painted and moulded hair, stuffed bodies and 
dressed; and another reproduction doll (missing arms) 
£50-80

417 Various vintage dolls, a cloth Chad Valley with label —12in. (30.5cm.) high; three celluloid dolls; two Sindy dolls 
and others (slight damage and wear) 
£40-60

418 Two Pelham Puppet Golly's, and a black poodle, original yellow boxes Nov 22, lot 200 
£30-50

419 Various puppets, five small painted turned wooden bead puppets including Mickey and Minnie Mouse and Pluto; 
three carton headed hand puppets; a standard size Pelham Bimbo clown (no strings); and others (some 
damage) 
£40-60

420 Toys and games, a Peter Rabbit’s Race Game, in original box with lead figures; a Touring England board; 
Waddington’s Mappa-Mundi travel game, Clarinco tin with bone domino’s, playing cards, games and soft toys 
(not checked for completeness) 
£40-60

421 A 1930s tinplate floor train, painted orange with gold number 992, 4-4-0 tender locomotive with ratchet 
mechanism —10in. (25.5cm.) long (slight wear) 
£20-30

422 A large selection of Polly Pocket dolls, accessories, four vehicles, twenty one Sparkle Girlz dolls with additional 
clothes, Mini Bratz dolls and Simba models the Disney Seven Dwarves-- 4 1/2in. (12cm.) high 
£40-60

423 Four large plastic Crayon money banks shop displays, brightly coloured with paper labels, slot in top, made by 
Ralph Inc (USA) circa 1984 —35in. (89cm.) high 
£20-40

424 Three Hamiro teddy bears, all with beige and brown wool plush, clear and black glass eyes, with remains of 
painted backs, interesting brown upper muzzle, swivel heads and jointed limbs-- 10 1/2in. (26.5cm.) high (one 
missing an eye) 
£30-50

425 A 1930's Chiltern type teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains of painted backs 
(one loose), black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperative growler-- 20in.
(51cm.) high (ears frayed at seam, some thinning, pads recovered, hole to foot pad, wear to muzzle) 
£30-50

426 An American style teddy bear circa 1920's, and a later larger German teddy bear, with slotted in ears, circa 
1930's-- 24in. (61cm.) high; both with golden mohair, black stitched noses and mouths, swivel heads and jointed 
limbs (larger bear missing one eye, smaller missing both, wear and thinning, smaller with recovered pads) 
£50-80

427 A German 1920's teddy bear, with light golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head with slotted in ears and jointed limbs-- 24in. (61cm.) high (right arm needs attention at seam, 
pads recovered, small hole to centre seam) 
£50-80
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428 Three German Gottfried Kraeber Gokra teddy bears, including a brown artificial silk plush with orange and black 
plastic eyes (one replaced) brown horizontally stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs-- 
24in. (61cm.) high; and two others (one with button eyes and crayon drawn on foot pads, would benefit from a 
clean) 
£40-60

429 A 1950's British teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head and jointed limbs-- 23in.(58cm.) high (small hole to felt of foot pad) 
£40-60

430 Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy bears, both with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched noses and mouths, smaller with claw stitches, swivel heads and jointed limbs, the larger with inoperable 
squeaker, smaller with inoperable growler-- 17in. (43cm.) high (larger missing cotton hand pad to right arm and 
small hole to right foot pad, some wear and thinning to both) 
£50-80

431 Two Continental teddy bears, dating from 1930-50's, including a beige mohair example probably French, with 
brown and black glass eyes, red stitched nose mouth and claws, head stitched in place with jointed limbs-- 23 
1/2in. (59.5cm.) high (arm joints need attention, loose at seams, pads recovered); and another with open mouth 
and red felt tongue 
£40-60

432 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, comprising of a beige mohair, black pin eyes, remains of black 
stitched nose and mouth and metal framed jointed body-- 3 1/2in. (9cm.) high; and another with golden mohair, 
both probably 1950s 
£40-60

433 Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy bears, both with golden mohair, one with orange and black glass eyes, the 
other with orange and black plastic eyes, both with black stitched noses mouths and claws, swivel heads and 
jointed limbs, the larger with inoperable squeaker smaller with inoperable growler -- 17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) high 
(wear to pads on both, small mark to muzzle of larger bear) 
£50-80

434 Three Pedigree teddy bears, comprising of two 1950's, one with golden mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, 
black plastic nose, black stitched mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperable squeaker and label to back 
seam-- 18in. (46cm.) high; and a 1960 bear with googly blue, white and black eyes (slight wear) 
£50-80

435 A German 1920-30's teddy bear, with short golden mohair, slotted in ears, missing eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head and joint limbs with a small hump and working growler-- 25in. (63.cm.) high (small 
hole front, top of inner right leg darned, pads replaced) 
£40-60

436 Two Chad Valley teddy bears, including a 1930's Manga type-- 21 1/2in. (54.5cm) high; and a later 1950's bear, 
both with golden mohair, black stitched noses and mouths, swivel heads and jointed limbs (both missing ears, 
some wear and thinning, pads in need of attention) 
£50-80

437 Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy bears, both with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched noses and mouths, one with remains of claw stitches, swivel heads and jointed limbs, one with working 
squeaker, the other with inoperable voice mechanism-- 14in. (36.cm.) high (slight wear and thinning) 
£60-80

438 Five post-war unjointed Chiltern teddy bears, including two Pandas one with brown and white artsilk, with orange 
and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose and black stitched mouth, another with golden art silk, orange and 
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth with velvet pads-- 10 1/2in. (36.5cm.) high; and two others 
(would benefit from a clean) 
£30-50

439 Two post-war Chad Valley teddy bears, including a golden mohair, with orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker label to foot pad and remains of label 
to centre seam-- 14in. (35.5cm) high; and another (wear and thinning) 
£30-50
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440 Five teddy bears for restoration, in varying needs of restoration and repair the largest -18in. (45cm.) high 
£40-60

441 A small vintage Steiff yellow tag teddy bear, with light brown mohair, black boot button eyes, unjointed-- 3in. 
98cm.) high (remains of yellow tag); and three pipe cleaner donkeys, two pipe cleaner dogs and two others 
(slight wear) 
£20-30

442 Seven vintage teddy bears, including a Chad Valley with rubber face and feet, wired arms and legs with side 
seam label-- 12 1/2in. (32cm.) high; a Merton Toys Panda with interesting card tag and a large Aux Nation Moon 
bear with dark brown synthetic plush and four others 
£30-50

443 Two 1920's teddy bears, one with black boot button eyes, remains of black stitched nose, swivel head and 
jointed limbs with integral hand pads and inoperable voice mechanism-- 12 1/2in.(31.5cm.) high; and another 
(bald, wear, replacement pads, legs need attention) 
£30-50

444 A German bisque headed doll, marked 2 with brown sleeping eyes, open mouth with top row of teeth, pierced 
ears, brown nylon hair, with white and blue knitted outfit-- 18in. (45.5cm.) high; and a home made teddy bear in 
gingham dress (slight nibble to eye lids, missing one finger to left hand and nibble to other hand, small scratch to 
cheek) 
£30-50

445 Three artist teddy bears, including a Saggy Baggy Bear, with tag-- 10 1/2in. (27cm.) high; a Hazel wood Bears 
Christine's collectables, six smaller bears, nineteen miniature teddy bears and dolls suitable for dolls houses, a 
pinecone hedgehog and a Sylvanian Families gramophone player 
£40-60

446 A Steiff limited edition Classic Winnie The Pooh teddy bear, 6343 of 10,000 for the year 1999-- 10 1/2in.(27cm.) 
high (no certificate or box) 
£20-40

447 A Steiff limited edition QVC Year teddy bear 2011, 237 of 1500, with certificate and original box 
£30-50

448 Three Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, comprising of a Classic teddy wearing knitted jumper, tweed trousers and 
red waistcoat, in original window box-- 9in. (23cm.) high; a Historic Miniatures replica Teddy 1955 and a 
Millennium bear for Danbury Mint (plastic to box cracked and loose) 
£40-60

449 A Charlie Bears Woodend teddy bear, from the Charlie Bears Plush Collections 2019, with card tag-- 11in. 
(28cm.) high; a small Merrythought limited edition 50 of 500 cream cotton plush bear and a Gund Classic Pooh 
with card tag 
£30-50

450 Five Harrods teddy bears, including a Henry with label to foot and card tag, a 2006 Christmas bear-- 13 1/2in. 
(35cm.) high; four small Gund teddy bears, two Russ bears and another 
£30-50

451 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including Sea Shells no 81 for the year 2000-- 14 
1/2in. (37cm.) high; Hardy no. 3890 with card tag and another 
£30-50

452 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, comprising of Hieronymous no. 3147, Hejda 
no.559 Membership bear for 2016 and Howard no. 1108-- 11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; all with card tags 
£30-50

453 Two Dean's Rag Book Company Silver Membership teddy bears, comprising of Stardust for the year 2003, no. 
164-- 15 1/2in. (40cm.) high; and limited edition 2004 membership bear no.178 
£30-50
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454 A Dean’s Rag Book Company Classic Winnie The Pooh teddy bear, no.603 of 3000, with card tag and fabric 
drawstring bag-- 13in. (33cm.) high; a Dean's 100th Birthday Bear 416 of 1000, in original box, with card tag, a 
Traditional Golly no 58 of 100 with card tag and another 
£30-50

455 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including Walter 1416 of 1500 with card tag-- 
15in. (38cm.) high; Humphrey 1996 Membership Bear and another 
£30-50

456 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, comprising of Charlie, 136 of 300 with card tag-- 9
 1/2in. (24cm.) high; Horace and Hugo both with card tags 
£30-50

457 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company Membership teddy bears, for the years 2013, 2014 and 2015, 
all with card tags-- 9 1/2in. (24cm.) high 
£30-50

458 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company Membership teddy bears, for the years, 1999, 2009 and 2003 
Centenary bear-- 10 1/2in. (27cm.) high; all with card tags 
£30-50

459 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including Hudson, no. 3837, with card tag, Horatio 
membership bear for 2005-- 12 1/2in. (32cm.) high and another 
£30-50

460 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, including Robert 253 of 1000 with card tag-- 12in. 
(30cm.) high; Hunter membership bear for 2008 and another both with card tags 
£30-50

461 A selection of vintage teddy bears, including a white Wendy Boston with leg label-- 14in. (35.5cm.) high, a Chad 
Valley Sooty and Sweep hand puppets, a small Gabrielle Designs Paddington Bear, a small Panda with zip up 
back and six other bears and a small composition baby in a wicker basket (slight wear) 
£30-50

462 A Ernst Heubach bisque headed 320.36 doll, with blue sleeping eyes, short brown hair wig on a composition 
body, wearing a white cotton dress-- 14in. (35cm.) high(chips to fingers and toes); a 1930's Chad Valley pink 
mohair rabbit, with replacement eyes, pink stitched nose, velvet lined ears, button and label to foot, and two 
others (wear, discolouration to blue of dog) 
£40-60

463 A Steiff limited edition The Exhibition Bear teddy bear, 804 of 1500 for the year 2003, in original box with 
certificate and a limited edition Tourist Bear, 1269 for the year 2002,in original box with tag certificate 
£40-60

464 A Steiff limited edition Teddy's Elephant exclusive to the Daily Telegraph, carrying miniature felt elephant, 47 of 
3000 for 2003,in original box with certificate 
£30-50

465 A Steiff limited edition teddy bear hot water bottle, replica of 1907, 228 of 3000, with front opening to reveal hot 
water bottle, in original box with certificate 
£60-80

466 A Steiff limited edition Joseph teddy bear, 1023 of 2008, with instruction booklet and in original box with 
certificate (missing music box) 
£40-60

467 A Steiff limited edition Harrods Edward The Attic teddy bear, 144 of 1500, signed Tweed Roosevelt, 10/13/01 to 
footpad and certificate, presented in a Harrods's green hat box. 
£60-80

468 A Steiff limited edition Rolly Polly Bear Replica 1909 teddy bear , 1380 of 3000, in original box with certificate 
£30-50
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469 A Steiff limited edition replica Bear 28 PB 1904 teddy bear, with wooden shoe button eyes and sealing-wax 
nose, missing white tag to ear, certificate number listed as 1376 of 7000 and in original box with certificate 
£30-50

470 A Steiff limited edition Classic Pooh 75th Anniversary Winnie The Pooh teddy bear, 974 for the year 2001, 
signed Tweed Roosevelt 13/10/01 to foot pad, in original box with tag certificate 
£30-50

471 A Steiff limited edition Classic teddy bear, 4314 for the year 2004, in original box with tag certificate 
£30-50

472 A Steiff limited edition Musical Jerusalem teddy bear, made exclusively for the UK and Ireland, embroidered with 
red roses and plays Jerusalem, 78 of 2000, in original box with certificate (slight smoke aroma) 
£30-50

473 A Steiff limited edition Harrods Benjamin Christmas teddy bear, to commemorate the 21st Birthday of the 
Harrods Christmas teddy bear, 21 of 1500, in original box with certificate, signed to foot pad and certificate 
(slight smoke aroma) 
£30-50

474 A Steiff limited edition Rupert the Bear Classic Rupert, exclusive to the UK and Ireland in white alpaca fur, 42 of 
3000 for the year 2007, in original box with certificate (slight smoke aroma, small marks to box) 
£40-60

475 A Steiff limited edition Classic Winnie the Pooh teddy bear, 4939of 10000 for the year 1999, in original box with 
certificate with tag certificate (slight smoke aroma) 
£40-60

476 A Steiff limited edition Cockerel 1892 replica, 464 of 1000, in original box with certificate 
£30-50

477 A Steiff limited edition Harrods Rosalia Musical teddy bear, 134 of 1500, plays "O Sole Mio", complete with 
Venetian Mask, tag and signed Uwe Kleinow 09-10-04, to foot pad and certificate, in original box with certificate 
(slight smoke aroma) 
£30-50

478 A Steiff limited edition 2001 British Collectors teddy bear, 40 of 4000 in original box with certificate (slight smoke 
aroma, box slight crease) 
£30-50

479 A Steiff limited edition Golly Boy, 709 of 2000 for the year 2001, in original box with certificate (slight smoke 
aroma) 
£40-60

480 A Steiff limited edition Disney Showcase Collection Bambi, 686 of 5000 in original box with tag certificate 
£40-60

481 A Charlie Bears limited edition Keys goat, from the Queen's Beasts Series, sixth in the collection, 181 of 2000, 
with tag certificate-- 20in. (50.5cm) high 
£40-60

482 A Charlie Bears limited edition Oona unicorn, from the Queen's Beasts Series, third in the collection, 289 of 
2000, with card tag-- 16in.(41cm) high 
£40-60

483 A Charlie Bears limited edition Winco Hopper, from the Tale of The Ant & The Grasshopper, 276 of 600, with 
card tag-- 19 1/2in. (50cm) long 
£30-50

484 A Charlie Bears Eleanor teddy bear, designed by Heather Lyell, from Charlie Bears Plush Collections, with wavy 
pink and pink and grey tip long pile plush, with tag-- 18in.(46cm.) high 
£30-50

485 A Charlie Bears Sadie Panda bear, designed by Isabelle Lee for the Charlie Bears Plush Collections 2017, with 
card tag-- 14in. (36cm.) high 
£30-50
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486 A Charlie Bears Chatterbox teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee for the Secret Collection, open mouthed, with 
golden plush with frosted tip, with card tag-- 14in. (36cm.) high 
£30-50

487 A Charlie Bears Elmer teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee for the Charlie Bears Plush Collections 2018, with 
card tag-- 17in. (43cm.) high 
£30-50

488 A Charlie Bears Molly Coddle teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee for the Secret Collections 2018, with card 
tag-- 17in. (43cm.) high 
£30-50

489 A Charlie Bears Zig Zag aardvark, from the Bearhouse Bears animals designed by Isabelle Lee 2019, with card 
tag-- 14in.(36cm.) high 
£30-50

490 A Charlie Bears limited edition Lord of the Arctic polar bear, 438 of 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
for the Charlie Bears Plush Collections, with card tag-- 23in.(58.5cm.) high 
£60-80

491 Charlie Bears limited edition Helena and Hope teddy bears, 994 of 1500, designed by Isabelle Lee, for the 
Charlie Bears Plush Collections, with chestnut brown plush and card tags-- 23 1/2in. (60cm.) high 
£80-120
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